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READERS
COMMENTS
Sandlapper welcomes letters to
the editor on matters of general interest. We ask that the letters be
held to 150 words or less. Excerpts
from this month's letters are presented below.
For over three weeks now I have
tried to get a record of "Carolina,"
our state song for our scout troop,
and apparently I am old fashioned,
because I cannot find one in the
city of Greenville. In fact I can't
even find copies of the song for my
troop to learn! One of our patrols
would like to use the song in a
"scouts own" February 17, but
alas, no record and no one to teach
the words to them. Years ago I had
to learn the words in school, but
long since I've forgotten them. I
would greatly appreciate your help
or any help you can give me.
Frankly, I think that some where
down the years our state Chamber
of Commerce has failed when you
walk into a record shop and they
try to sell you "Carolina in the
Morning" for our state song. I, also,
feel that by the time my child
reaches the sixth grade she should
already know "Carolina;" but she
doesn't, and I'd like very much to
teach it to the entire troop.
Besides telling of our great buildings, statesmen and resorts, can't
you find time to crusade for our
great song and state motto? Would
you believe that I had to go to a
"Yankee Book" ... to find out
what our state motto means. The
state motto was very well described
but nothing was said of the words
to the song, "Carolina."
Mrs. Sarah C. Connell
Taylors, South Carolina
April, 1969

Would you kindly thank the reviewer who reviewed my novel,
"The Dowager," in the February
issue of "Sandlapper." The review,
a very fine and understanding one,
was not signed.
I do appreciate that the review
seemed to understand what I was
trying to say in the book. I meant it
as a "sincere tribute to Charleston."
Elise Sanguinetti
Anniston, Alabama

Thank you for the splendid
February article Charles Thomas
wrote on "8 Williams," our Coffee
House. The coverage and layout
were splendid. We have already received comments and inquiries
from distant parts of South Carolina as a result of your story.
Rev. C. K. Blanck
Christ Church
Greenville, South Carolina

- .:-:--=._~=

JOE!ENKINS
REALTY, INC.

SateJ.
':/Jevetopez
5219 TRENHOLM ROAD
COLUMBIA, S. C. 29206
Telephone 787-5727
(Area Code 803)

On behalf of all the members of
"8 Williams," I wish to thank you
for printing the article about our
"home away from home."
We are very proud of our Coffee
House and are anxious for others to
hear about it, in hopes that other
communities might do the same for
their college-age young people.
Bonnie Mostertz
8 Williams Coffee House
Greenville, South Carolina
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RESIDENTIAL
SALES AND RENTALS
COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES
Member of

May I say that all of us at Coker
College are thoroughly enjoying the
February issue of "Sandlapper."
Thank you very much for the article and cover picture featuring
Coker.

Multiple
Listing
Service

1400 Laurens Road

(Mrs.) Jeannine B. Lee
Assistant to the President
Coker College
Hartsville, South Carolina

Box 8244 - Station A
Phone 803 - 239-1346
Greenville, South Carolina 29607
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I was especially glad to see Coker
College, my Alma Mater represented
in the February issue. Thank you so
much for letting graduate CokerNuts relive some very wonderful
moments by reading this article.
Anne Matthews
(Mrs. G. Jeff Matthews)
Florence, South Carolina
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The January '69 issue of "Sandlapper" has found its way to me
here on the coast of Maine-buried
in three feet of snow. From the
time of its arrival I was lost in nostalgic memories until I reached the
last page and suddenly snapped
back to reality.
Having grown up on Broad Street
in Charleston only a stones throw
from "the pond," the front cover,
in particular, really took me back
to my childhood days of playing
with dolls under the oak trees, a
game of hop-Scotch on the sidewalk, or paddling around in a boat
on Colonial Lake.
My Vermonter husband and I
both look forward to returning to
the Carolina Low Country upon his
retirement.
Susalee L. Follansbee
(Mrs. Robert B.)
South Portland, Maine
Congratulations on the "Sandlapper," and on the January issue
which does such a splendid job of
portraying "The Holy City."
A. S. Alexander
Charleston, South Carolina
I particularly enjoyed the story
on Hamburg by Edith Bell Love.
Also, got a terrific kick out of your
remarks regarding the word "Sandlapper."
All of your stories of historical
significance closely parallel the ex cellence of "American Heritage"
style. The format and quality of
your publication is a distinct credit
Sand lapper

to the State of South Carolina.
William Carrere
Editor-in-Chief
Editorial Offices of the Georgia
Cracker
Augusta, Georgia
A member of my family is making a search for lands surveyed by
Marmaduke Coate who settled in
Newberry, South Carolina. The
Coate or Coats family were extensive landowners during those
years.
We are interested in land owned
by the Nichols family and in the
Jim Sheppard family around Prosperity and around Newberry.
Especially we are interested in
other surveys made for one James
Coate or other members of the
Coats or Coate family around Edgefield, or adjoining areas.
Any assistance in this quest will
be appreciated.

Jack
Rabbit
Company...
A Carolina Institution
We have been processing film since 1920 for
people all across the U.S.A. Why not send us
your film today for the finest quality prints, movies and slides at the lowest prices. For complete
price list and.free mailing
(~-,~"':' .
envelope, write to: ,,,..~-. ·~ ·.~"'.;';;;
.....
"'
··---<"¢"' -~
~::,..::' .o--- '- ~
.

J@((& &@il!J?i ~
Spartanburg, S. C. 29301
Since 1920 a Carolina Institution

Mrs. S. Floyd Coats
Savannah, Georgia

In 1963, I reached the age of 70,
the age of automatic retirement in
the federal government. Since then
I have been trying to catch up on
the reading on many things I never
had time to do before, and in basking in my garden of memories. And
in pursuing my pilgrimage down
memory lane I desire to add your
publication to my storeroom of
reading material.
Robert L. Meares
Washington, D.C.

I am sorry to read in your magazine about the death of Julian
Metz. He was my company commander during World War II for 25
months, and we became good
friends after the war when we were
both in Chamber of Commerce
work. It was a little hard for this

April, 1969
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Watt Huntley
Publicity Director
Carolina Power & Light
Company
Raleigh, North Carolina
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I want to thank you for the
many enjoyable hours your magazine has given us. My wife and I
have spent many happy times in
your beautiful South Carolina, both
travelling and visiting. We appreciate the courtesy and politeness
which seems to be a natural heritage of your people. You really
have a beautiful state and We would
hope that it may never change.
Charles E. Cramer
Lancaster, Pennsylvania

I

I;

As a recently "transplanted
Connecticut Yankee," I have found
"Sandlapper" to be a delightful, informative source of information.
My education had been sadly neglected about this state, and your
magazine is just what our family
needs. I enjoyed Robert King's article in your first issue, and all the
marvelous stories and pictures
about South Carolina history.

I
I

former enlisted man to quit calling
him "Captain Metz."

THE MYSTERY
OF THE "BAYS"
By FRANK A.
MONTGOMERY, JR.

Ruth M. Eitel
(Mrs. Alfred C.)
Greenwood, South Carolina

NOISETTE ROSES
By ELIAS B. BULL

JET-AGE SAMARITANISM IN COLUMBIA
By ALBERT DAVIS

THE STRIPED BASS DERBY OF SANTEELAND
By JAN WONGREY
and many other interesting articles

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
• Art
• Ballet
• Lectures
6

• Music
• Theatre
• Sports

• Entertainment
• Fairs
• Flower Shows

I am a "displaced South Carolinian," and love my home state
more than your most rabid and
loyal residents; and especially my
hometown of Sumter. Your magazine is a fine bit of news to a constantly homesick person. It is a fine
publication, and also beautiful; but
how could it help but be when it is
about the finest and most beautiful
state in the Union, and about the
most wonderful people in the
world!
Helen Roberts Keehan
(Mrs. Wm. F. Keehan, Jr.)
Jacksonville, Florida
Sand lapper

In Spring

a young man's fancy
turns to thoughts of...
A new sports jacket .. . a steel tennis racket,
A trip to the shore ... a new suit and more,
A new stereo ... those wide treads that go!
A new pair of shoes ... an album of blues,
A bunny rabbit for the baby ... new golf clubs .. . maybe.
And he can have them all . . . it won't be hard - he has a BankAmericard!

South Carolina

BANKAMERICARD.
~
E.. 0. / ANOE RS ON

""""T"""• 00/00• BAC
355 123 '+Sb 1aq

SOUTH CAROLINA NATIONAL BANK
The Bank for Everybody

........... ~

~

(C) BankAmerica Service Corporation. 1958. 1969. • Servicemarks owned and licensed by BankAmerica Service Corporation.

-Photos by Lewis D. Moorhead

Interior views of Ashtabula show the main drawing
room (left), the dining room (above), and one of the
upstairs bedrooms (top), all of which are furnished
in the period of the early to mid-19th century.
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ASHTABULA
A Pendleton Restoration
BY BETH ANN KLOSKY

I

t was a bright, crisp day in late
October when I first saw Ash'
tabula. At the village green in
historic Pendleton, five miles south
of Clemson University, I turned
right at the traffic light and headed
out the old stage road toward
Pickensville (a former settlement
near the present town of Easley).
Soon the village faded behind me
and I was riding through the open
countryside. Against the shimmering autumn foliage the browning fields and meadows stretched
out in stark relief, strangely hushed
and still.
I felt a sense of timelessness. So
near and yet so far from the noise
and rush of the modern-day world,
I wondered-was this another day,
another year, another century? Almost I heard the creak of the stage
coach, the shout of the driver as he
cracked his whip, and the thunder
of horses' hooves as the coach
whirled by in a cloud of dust.
Then around a bend in the road
the broad verandahs and white
columns of Ashtabula rose into
view, breaking my reverie. There
the gracious, white clapboarded
mansion sat dreaming in the sun at
the crown of a low hill, framed by
the hazy blue outline of the distant
mountains. For nearly 150 years it
has commanded this site. And of
what-in this year 1969-does it
dream? Perhaps of the virgin forests
once surrounding it, of the crystal
clear waters of 18-Mile Creek (said
to have been named by an Indian
maiden) that flowed above it to the
north, but most assuredly of the
life and culture of early South

April, 1969

Carolina that once centered within
its high-ceilinged walls.
As I followed the driveway that
meandered between large water
oaks up the gentle slope to the
front door, I thought of those pioneer leaders who had inhabited
Ashtabula and of their many contributions to the agricult'..lre, the industry, the arts and the sciences
which so greatly benefit South
Carolina today. How much of Ashtabula was interwoven with the
history of the state. Ho'N intriguing
a visit into the past it afforded.
The names of some of those who
once lived at Ashtabula passed
through my mind in review as I circled the grassy island centered by a
giant cryptomeria near the front
steps. I recalled the scientific genius
of the Gib bes family, the inventiveness and conservation of the
Broyles family, the industrial
achievements of the Lattas and the
Pe 1z er s, a 11 outstanding leaders
whose influrnce on their state and
nation continues to be felt.
The beginning of Ashtabula goes
back to the early 19th century
when the site was known as the
Gibbes Place. It was in the dawning
1820s that Lewis Ladson Gibbes
(the name is sometines spelled
Gibbs) and his wife, Maria Henrietta Drayton Gibbes, and their children migrated from Charleston to
the South Carolina Up Country
where they settled on a 767-acre
tract of rich farmland about three
miles from Pendleton.
Both Gibbes and his wife were
members of prominent LowCountry families. Lewis Ladson,

son of Sarah Reeve and Robert
Gibbes, was descended on his
father's side from Dr. Henry Woodward, first white settler in South
Carolina, and early colonial governor and chief justice, Robert
Gibbes (1644-1715). Maria I-lenrietta (Drayton) Gibbes was the
daughter of Dr. Charles Drayton
and Hester (Middleton) Drayton of
Drayton Hall, one of the Low
Country's loveliest historic estates
that at one time included Magnolia
Gardens. Maria's father was a captain in the Revolutionary War, a
member of the Society of the Cincinnati, and lieutenant governor of
South Carolina.
The original house built by
Gibbes at Pendleton was not the
pretentious residence known today
as Ashtabula. Actually, there are
two connected houses on the old
homesite, the main house and
another two-story house to the rear
which contains the old kitchen.
Some have speculated that the
latter served as the first home of
the Gibbes family and perhaps was
used in later years by the house servants after the second or main
house was erected. Even the main
house is now considerably larger
than the original structure which,
according to romantic conjecture,
could have been a "dog trot"-designed with a wide central hall
running the length of the house, off
which rooms opened on either side.
As can be seen, the original hall,
floored with wide boards of heart
pine, was later extended so that
additional rooms could be added,
and the walnut-railed staircase was
moved further back. The verandah
was extended to form a "U"
around the house from front to
rear.
From the time they settled in
Pendleton, the Gibbes family entered actively into the life of the
community. They worshiped at historic St. Paul's Episcopal Church
where Gibbes became a vestryman

Beth Ann Klosky is a freelance
writer from Anderson.
9

- Photo by Lewis D. Moorhead

Front and side view of Ashtabula, in some respects a vernacular type of architecture. The main entrance is on the left.
Windows opening on the side verandah convert to doors by opening interior panels beneath and raising the windows.

in 1823. (In 1826 he sold the pew
his mother had given him in St.
Michael's Church in Charlestonnorth side, 79-which indicated his
decision to live permanently in
Pendleton.) He joined the Pendleton Farmers' Society in 1824. This
ancient organization, formed in
1815, is still active. Meantime, the
Gibbes' sons (there were six sons
and two daughters) pursued their
college preparatory work at Pendleton Male Academy . The academy
awards they received testify to the
fact that they were excellent students. Charles Drayton Gibbes and
his sister, Esther Maria, were members of the Social Library Society.

10

Life at the Gibbes family home
was highly cultured. Mrs. Gibbes
was known to be somewhat of a
botanist, an interest probably inspired by her background at
Drayton Hall. This interest was
passed on to her eldest son, Lewis
Reeve Gibbes, whose study of
botany-one of several fields of
science in which he gained
renown-began in the fields and
forests surrounding Ashtabula when
he was a boy.
However, this happy family life
soon underwent change. Mrs.
Gibbes died in 1826, and only two
years later her husband, Lewis
Ladson Gibbes, died. Both are

buried in St. Paul's churchyard in
Pendleton. In 1828 a favorite
cousin, Dr. Arthur Smith Gibbes,
son of Lewis Ladson's brother,
Robert Reeve Gibbes, came to Pendleton to open a medical practice
and, in all probability, to take
charge of the Gib bes family. When
the porch was being repaired
recently, the initials,
"C.D.G.-N.B.G.," and the date,
"1828," were found crudely carved
on a cornerstone. These are the
initials of two of the Gibbes' sons,
Char 1es Drayton and Nathaniel
Bowen Gibbes, and the date may be
the year the house was built,
though some historians believe it

.
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may have been built earlier.
By that time the eldest son,
Lewis Reeve, must have been enrolled at South Carolina College. In
1830 he graduated with highest
honors and returned to Pendleton
to study medicine in the office of
his cousin, and serve as interim
principal and instructor in mathematics and the classics at Pendleton
Male Academy. Later that year he
left to enter South Carolina Medical
College in Charleston. Although he
received his M.D. in 1836, Lewis
Reeve never practiced medicine, for
his greatest interest lay in the natural sciences. While serving as a
tutor in mathematics at South
Carolina College, he continued the
study of botany in the woods and
sandhills around Columbia. The results of this work were published in
1835 in a pamphlet which lists the
names of about 900 species.
Later he studied for two years at
the Sorbonne in Paris, and during
that time he obtained botanical and
conchological specimens from the
Jardin des Plantes in exchange for
specimens brought from the United
States. Upon returning to South
Carolina, Gibbes joined the faculty
of the College of Charleston where
he served for 54 years as teacher of
mathematics, astronomy, mechanics, physics and chemistry. He did
much work in the United States
coast survey from 1848 to 1853
and, from 1837 until his death in
1894, he wrote numerous articles
on astronomy, natural history and
related subjects for various publications. An article, "On the
Occulator," published in the
"American Journal of Science" in
March 1869, was reprinted in journals in England and France.
Dr. Gibbes served for 37 years as
president of the Elliott Society, for
which he prepared many important
scientific papers, including his observations on earthquakes, listing of
chemical elements, identity of the
comets and his numerous findings
on plant and animal life. Eventu ally, his herbatorium included
4,000 specimens.
It was his interest in and knowApril, 1969

ledge of natural history that led to
his close association with Dr. John
Bachman, eminent pastor-naturalist
and faithful collaborator of John
James Audubon. In his introduction to "The Christopher
Happoldt Journal," edited by
Claude Henry Neuffer, associate
professor of English, University of
South Carolina, and published in
1960 by the Charleston Museum, E.
Milby Burton, museum director,
points out that much of Bachman's
fame as one of America's greatest
mammalogists has been overshadowed by that of his contemporary, the colorful John James
Audubon.
"What is not so generally
known," Burton states, "is that it
was Bachman, working in close
association with Audubon, who
supplied scientific accuracy both to
his artist-friend's pictures and to
this text .... Without depreciating
Audubon's excellence as a painter,
it may still be said that whatever
reputation Audubon enjoys as a
scientist must be largely credited to
Bachman." It follows then that
some of the credit for Audubon's
remarkable work should also go to
Lewis Reeve Gibbes, who was a
great favorite with the Bachman circle and who aidea Dr. Bachman
with the Latin descriptions of
animals in this collaboration with
Audubon.
Meanwhile, the other Gibbes
brothers and sisters had grown up,
and eventually left Ashtabula. Two
of them, Esther Maria and Nathaniel, died at an early age. Their
cousin, Dr. Arthur Gibbes, lived in
Pendleton for many years, became
a member of the Pendleton Farmers' Society, a vestryman at St.
Paul's Church, and served on the
church building committee when
the new wings were added. He became well known for his efforts to
discover the cause of yellow fever.
In 1837 the Gibbes' home was
sold to Dr. Oze Robert Broyles. Dr.
Broyles had married Sarah A. Taliaferro, daughter of early Pendleton
settler, Zachariah Taliaferro, and
the Broyles' return to Pendleton

was like a homecoming. Dr. Broyles
was a brilliant young man interested in scientific agriculture and
active in agricultural research. He
lectured and wrote articles on this
subject. One of his articles app~ared
in the first two issues of "Farmer
and Planter" in 1850. This was said
to be the first farmers' publication
south of Baltimore. In later years it
was moved to Atlanta and rechristened "The Southern Cultivator." Broyles invented a plow
that was publicly tested in competition with others and declared the
superior implement by a panel of
three judges, one of whom was
John C. Calhoun.
Ashtabula became a gathering
place for state and national leaders
and the center of much social activity. It was the scene of the wedding
reception for Mrs. Broyles' younger
sister, Caroline, after her marriage
to Dr. Miller at St. Paul's Church.
Caroline, a beauty and the belle of
the countryside, had been courted
by many beaus, two of whom
suffered tragic deaths. One was
Bynum, who was killed in a duel
with Gov. Benjamin Perry . The
other was Bonham, one of the
heroes of the Alamo. It was a long
time after Bynum 's death that she
married Dr. Miller.
Yes, during the Broyles' residence Ashtabula stored up many
memories. One Broyles' daughter,
Sarah Ann (Broyles) Williams, recalled her childhood at the plantation home in memoirs now preserved in the Maverick-Van Wyck
Papers in Sou th Caroliniana
Library. She wrote:
"When I first remember, Pendleton was a small town and is still
small . . . . There were few residences in the town proper, but
around it for twelve miles were
plantations with commodious
houses .... I have seen the big
stage coach arrive in town, with
four horses and a pompous driver
on the high seat, stop to unload the
mail, the boot, and passengers,
sometimes among them a crumpled
lady with a band box.
''There were men of national
11

fame who lived in Pendleton, statesmen and generals. I have seen a
high-sided, spring carriage with
horses and coachmen stop in the
town, occupied by a grave gentleman with deep-set eyes and iron
gray hair. Some persons spoke to
him, then he drove on to his estate
[Fort Hill] five miles further. This
was John C. Calhoun. I met him
often at my father's house. He was
highly esteemed as a county citizen
and a friend. He loved rural life and
when at home from Washington
took an active interest in farming,
improvements and methods .... "
Like the Gibbes' children, the
Broyles' offspring left their lasting
imprint upon the foundations of
the old home. In the hard red clay,
bearing the mark of the axes that
chopped through it to form the
basement walls, two of the Broyles'
sons carved their initials which are
still visible today-"A.T.B." for
Augustus Taliaferro Broyles, and
"J.P.B." for John Pendleton
Broyles.
But as time went by the Broyles'
children grew to adulthood, married and went their separate ways.
One of the Broyles' daughters,
Margaret Caroline, married Samuel
Maverick Van Wyck of New York,
the grandson of Samuel Augustus
Maverick whose plantation home,
Montpelier, was not far from Ashtabula.
At the time of the young
couple's marriage, Samuel A. Maverick had a huge silver pitcher made
for his first grandson and namesake.
Tradition says he sent 100 silver
dollars to a silversmith in Philadelphia to use in making the pitcher.
On it was inscribed: "Samuel Maverick of 1 772 to Samuel Maverick
Van Wyck of 1835." (Maverick's
son, Samuel A. Maverick Jr., became a legendary figure in Texas
where he gained fame and fortune
as a cattle rancher and gave rise to
coinage of the term, "maverick.")
When Pendleton ceased to be the
county seat the Broyles family
moved to Anderson, and in 1851
James Theodore Latta and his wife,
Angela Wetherill (Lott) Latta, pur12

chased Ashtabula. Latta, who came
from York, was a graduate of Yale
and had studied law at the University of South Carolina. He renovated the house and may have installed the fireplace with the handsome black cast-iron mantel in the
rr.ain drawing room. He also enlarged Dr. Broyles' farming activities. Latta is said to have imported
from England a whole shipload of
Hereford cattle-one of the first
Hereford herds to be brought to
America. Again the halls of Ashtabula rang with music and laughter, for Mrs. Latta, a charming
woman, "entertained graciously in
her elegant home."
A son, Edward Dilworth Latta,
was born here May 4, 1851. He was
a brilliant student, graduating as
valedictorian of his class. He then
entered Princeton, but by that time
the South was in the grip of Reconstruction and at the end of his
freshman year Edward left college
to help educate two younger
brothers. Eventually he became one
of North Carolina's most outstanding and influential industrialists. His
extraordinary energy and organizing ability are credited with giving
Charlotte its first impetus toward
the industrial and commercial
development that made it within 25
years the largest city in North
Carolina.
Not all of the memories of Ashtabula are happy memories; it has
its share of sad ones. During the
Civil War a number of prominent
Low-Country families refugeed to
Pendleton. It was at this time that
Robert Adger purchased Ashtabula
and another plantation home,
Rivoli, for himself and members of
his family. One of his daughters,
Clarissa Walton (Adger) Bowen, and
her husband, O.A. Bowen, moved
into Ashtabula.
Later the Bowens moved to
Rivoli, and the William D. Warrens,
brother-in-law and sister of Mrs.
Bowen, moved to Ashtabula. Then
the antebellum mansion was purchased by Francis J. Pelzer and became known as the Pelzer Place.
Pelzer became one of the early

leaders in the textile industry of
upper South Carolina. With William
Lebby and Capt. Ellison Smythe of
Charleston, he organized Pelzer
Manufacturing Co. and founded the
town of Pelzer. Much of the capital
was furnished by Pelzer, for whom
the mills and the town are named.
Thus goes the tale of Ashtabula's
earlier years. Today the mansion is
the property of the Foundation for
Historic Restoration in the Pendleton Area and is in the process of
restoration. Under the direction of
Mrs. Macfarland Shackelford, chairman of the Ashtabula furnishings
committee and resident of 229 E.
Queen St., Pendleton, the work of
furnishing the home with authentic
early to mid-19th-century pieces
continues.
Two great halls, 15 by 40 feet,
two large drawing rooms, the dining
room, two bedrooms and the outside kitchen are now being furnished, and it is hoped that the servants' quarters will soon be restored. There is grandeur in these
20-foot-square rooms with their
12-foot ceilings, built of hand-hewn
timbers cut from native forests and
assembled with wooden pegs.
In the front drawing room an
Oriental rug covers the polished
floor, and furnishings include a
large Sheraton secretary, a midVictorian sofa and chairs, a massive
piano with cabriole legs, and the
same parlor clock that ticked away
the hours and days of the Civil War
when the Bowen family resided
there. The draperies are authentic
copies of those of the 1850 period
and from the medallioned ceiling
hangs an oil chandelier, also of the
same period, made of pressed glass
with brass base and etched glass
shade.
In the dining room is a nine-foot
Sheraton dining table. The French
drawing room and two upstairs bedrooms are being furnished with the
same authenticity and the outside
kitchen with its huge fireplace is
partially restored. Close by can be
seen the old milk house, through
which water was pumped in earlier
days to cool the milk.
Sand lapper
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This view of the northwest side of the house, looking towards the distant mountains shows a two-story brick building
in the rear which contains the outside kitchen, connected to the main house by a passageway. An old milk house
is seen at the left.

The restoration and furnishing of
the mansion is being made possible
by generous contributions of some
of the descendants of former owners, by friends and other interested
persons. There is still much work to
be done and the foundation hopes
that as interest grows more rapid
progress can be made.
Currently Ashtabula is open to
the public during special tours of
the Pendleton area and by special
appointment. Later on, it is hoped,
visiting hours can be observed on a
regular schedule. Plans projected
for the future include the creation
of an old-fashioned flower garden,
for Ashtabula was once famous for
its orchards and gardens. In her
memoirs Mrs. Sarah Ann (Broyles)
Williams writes of her mother's
flower garden, "redolent with perfume and musical with the hum of
bees;" of trips to the bottoms to
see farming operations; and of the
fall gathering of " 'Philadelphia
Reds' to make barrels of
cider .... " Each spring a host of
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daffodils still bloom on the
grounds, as well as shrubs and trees
which may date back to the time of
the Broyles and Gibbes families.

* * *

kind that it signifies continue to
live on in succeeding generations.
Such are the qualities of our heritage from Ashtabula-and our hope
for the future.

As I descended the front steps,
Much of the information from
flanked by tall cedars, and left the
prestigious clapboarded mansion, which this article was drawn was
the pioneering spirit of Ashtabula provided by Mrs. James (Mary)
prevailed upon me. I thought how Stevenson of Clemson, chairman of
grateful and how indebted South the research committee of the
Carolinians should be to the Found- Foundation for Historic Restoation for Historic Restoration in ration in the Pendleton Area and
the Pendleton Area for its efforts to former librarian, now retired, at
preserve this house and its story as Clemson University Library. The
author gratefully acknowledges
living history.
Just as I was leaving the old plan- Mrs. Stevenson's invaluable research
tation home, the sun went behind a assistance.
Some information was obtained,
cloud and a freshening breeze rose
suddenly to whisper through the and quoted in part, from the
brittle leaves. Winter for Ashtabula, Maverick-Van Wyck Papers at the
I thought, waits just beyond the Sou th Caroliniana Library, Unimountains. And yet, like the daf- versity of South Carolina; from a
fodils that bloom again in the "History of Anderson County" by
spring, life as it was known at Ash- Louise Ayer Vandiver; and from
tabula has never really ended. The "Sou th Carolina Bo tan is ts, " by
love, faith, hope, beauty and dedi- Wilson Parham Gee, Bulletin of the
cation to the advancement of man- Univ. of S.C., No. 72.
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Pickin' the

Hard Ones

By Pat Williams

E

gg striking or egg fighting, as
some call it, is a quaint, colorful
custom. No one seems to know
exactly how or when it got started
but it has been going on in the rural
town of Springfield since before the
turn of the century.
The event has attracted hundreds
of people to the town around
Easter time for years, apparently
reaching a peak during the teens,
'20s and '30s, and all but disappearing in the early '50s, probably due
to the large number of outsiders
who came into the area in connection with the opening of the
Savannah River project nearby.
Preparations for an egg striking
contest call for a contestant to
select hard eggs that will break
those of his competitor's. In assuming position for the contest, one
person holds his boiled egg in his
fist with the pointed end up; his
opponent holds his egg with the
point down, grasped between his
thumb, index and middle fingers.
The latter very lightly lets the point
of his egg make contact with the
point of his competitor's egg. They
continue to let the two eggs tap or
strike one another lightly, point to
point, until one cracks the other.
The man with the cracked egg thus
loses and must give his broken egg

Star Busbee of Springfield, a veteran egg
striker and publicity chairman for this
year's Easter Saturday Egg Striking Contest and other festivities, is shown
"pickin' the hard ones out."
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Wilbur Grooms (L.) challenges defending
egg striking champion Morris Hall, who ,
has won the trophy three consecutive
years and who "will be ready this year."

to the man whose egg remains unbroken. Careful attention must be
given not to hit an opponent's egg
on the side, for the point of an egg
is its hardest part. At the end of the
day, the man who has taken on all
comers and has the most whole eggs
is declared the champion.
Oldtimers in the area will quickly
tell you the secret of the contest is
in knowing how to select the hard
eggs. This is called "egg pickin' "
and is usually done with the "egg
pickin' " tooth, usually one of the
eye teeth, although some people
use their front teeth. When the egg
is tapped very lightly against the
tooth, its hardness can be determined by the vibration and tone it
makes. The higher and more shrill
the tone, the harder the egg. Some
of the die-hards lacking teeth can
place an egg near the ear and
scratch or thump its point and tell
whether it is hard. Any experienced
egg striker knows right off that a
dark-colored chicken lays a harder
egg than a light-colored one; a
country chicken running loose in
the yard eating sand, gravel, bugs
and the like produces a harder egg
than a pen-fed one; a big chicken
lays a harder egg than a small one; a
chicken that lays one hard egg
usually lays all hard eggs; and a
"frizzily" chicken always lays a
hard egg.
Simply by examining an egg
closely, much can usually be determined about its strength. A brown
egg is generally harder than a white
one; a big hard egg will usually
April, 1969

break a little hard egg; · and a
smooth shell egg is normally harder
than one with a rough shell.
Knowing the traits of a hard egg
is one thing, but locating them is
another. In the old days, as much as
three and four weeks before Easter
you couldn't go into a grocery store
without finding several men going
through the eggs checking them
out. Since most eggs back then
were brought in by rural citizens in
small quantities to swap for groceries, every little sack containing a
dozen or so eggs was anxiously retrieved by the egg fighters. They'd
get so excited going through the
eggs that at any given time the
grocer could check his stock and
find small cracks in the points of
half of them, caused by warriors
who couldn't wait to see who was
the best.
The rural areas within a 20-mile
radius of Springfield were covered
daily. Many times when a contestant located a farmer who he
thought had good, hard eggs, he
would go to detailed extremes not
to let his brethren know the source
of his supply. In order to get the
farmer's full cooperation and keep
him happy, he might give him a
nickel or a dime for each hard egg
he picked out, although eggs at that
time were selling for only 10 cents
to 15 cents a dozen.
One distinguished striker, Hank
Salley, told how, as a little boy, he
tested his mother's eggs by minutely cracking them in a "one man"
contest. He would simply place the

broken eggs back into the ice box.
His mother made the mistake of
setting hens around Easter time. As
a result, after about 10 days of
being sat on, air got into the eggs
and instead of hatching, there was
nothing left but a pile of exploded
eggshells-and, later, a boy with a
spanked seat!
Frank Fulmer told of the time he
and a friend-when they were eight
or nine years old-visited an aunt
and pleaded with her for eggs. She
gave them the few she had and told
them she thought that some of her
"wild chickens" had nests in a nearby field where they might find
some eggs. But she warned them to
leave the setting hen near the
hedgerow alone. After a half hour
of hunting nests in vain, the setting
hen was raided and all 1 7 eggs were
confiscated. Two days later, after
Easter and after much "pure pleasure," the theft was discovered and a
long remembered lecture ensued.
But, even today, Fulmer is quick to
point out that a lecture was a very
small price to pay for all that fun.
A week or so before Easter one
year, a woman bought some eggs
from a Springfield grocer and, by
mistake, was given a dozen hard
eggs he had picked out for egg striking. The next day she returned
complaining that something was
wrong with the eggs. "Why I went
to make a cake and those eggs you
sold me were so hard I had to break
them with a hammer," she fussed.
One Easter Saturday, Freddie
Huckabee and Sulley Fulmer were
15

fighting it out with eggs when one
broke the other's egg. Freddie's egg
was rotten and got all over Sulley.
The victim got so mad that he
chased Freddie up the railroad
track, hitting him in the back and
anywhere else with his remaining
eggs, whole or broken. It was told
that Sulley was knocked down by a
car on Easter Saturday the next
year. Everyone in the immediate
area rushed over, helped him up
and worriedly asked if he were
hurt. In a sad voice he replied, "No,
but I broke my best egg."

However, before he could do it,
another joker poured a jar of baking
soda into the pot, and the next thing
the country bumpkin knew eggs
were pouring out of the pot and boiling over everywhere. The man made
a quick exit and wasn't seen around
the town for sometime thereafter!
One colorful old gentleman,
Rush Bailey, never failed to show
up with several sacks of rock-hard
eggs every Easter; neither did he fail
to show up without his pine burr
hat. This homemade hat, made of
pine cones, he claimed ( and others
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Billy Salley ( L.) coordinator forthe event, reaches for an egg. Busbee prepares a chew of
tobaccowhileWilburGroomsand Mayor 0. K. Furtick (R.) get their share of hard eggs.

One sure-enough countryman, in
his proud and boastful way, announced one Easter Saturday to the
huge egg-striking crowds that
packed Main Street and the railroad
track area (it was said that trains
had to stop to let the crowds get
out of the way) that he could eat
12 dozen eggs at one time. Immediately, someone took him up
on the challenge. A fire was built
around a washpot near the tracks,
144 eggs were broken into the pot
and the man stood on top a washtub and gave a brief speech. His
plan had been to slip a bottle of
vinegar into the scrambling eggs to
make them shrink excessively.
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feared to doubt) brought him good
luck. He only wore it once a yearEaster Saturday-and he was never
known to lose many eggs.
In the mid-'40s, some of the men
of the town got together and
bought an egg-striking trophy. No
fine lines were laid down as to what
it took to win it "ceptin' the man
comes to town with the best, goes
home with the most, including the
trophy."
Hank Salley was one of the first
winners of the much-coveted
award. He had been having nothing
better than mediocre luck that
morning in his community, when
he stumbled into an old farmer who

had dyed a half dozen or so eggs
just for fun, and supposedly didn't
even know how to "pick 'em" for
fighting. He just wanted to strike a
little bit. Lo and behold, in no time
flat, his eggs had beaten everything
the old pro could put against them.
At this, Mr. Hank talked him into
selling his hardest egg for a
premium of $3. With that single
egg, he "wiped out" every competitor in the Salley community,
got to Springfield about 4 p.m., and
in less than an hour whipped everybody on the street. He said he
"musta won a 100 dozen with it."
It won him the trophy and to show
confidence in his $3 jewel, he went
back to town Easter Sunday looking for further challengers. Mr.
Hank prized his egg so much that
he took it to a neighbor's house and
put it in their freezer, hoping he
could preserve it for the next year.
By mistake, several months later his
neighbor's wife came across the egg
and, thinking it was just "a regular
egg," took it home to fry. After
"no short while of tapping it on the
frying pan's edge," she finally managed to crack it and only then did
she realize what she had donebroken one of the hardest eggs the
country had known.
The last man to win the trophy
was Morris Hall. In fact, he won it
the last three years it was offered' 52, '53 and '54. He first took it
home at the age of 27, only his
second year of out-and-out competition. He says his "egg pickin'
tooth ain't as sound as it once
was," but he, along with many
other oldtimers as well as new challengers, will be back in Springfield
this coming Easter Saturday when
egg striking and many other activities of the good 'ale daysincluding frog jumping, greased pig
chases, marble and Yo-Yo contests,
street dancing and barbecues-will
be relived, and that he will be "going
after that new and shiny sweet
trophy, down to the last egg."

Pat Williams is from Columbia.
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improbable destmatron anne-roo
of the Blue Ridge. It made Greenville the seal fur capital of the
world. Skins from South Africa,
Uraguay, Japan and other faraway
places are coming in every day by

.

•

at the U .N. It 's a strange congregation, nothing like it anywhere
else. The Fouke Co . therefore has
two unusual businesses : importing
and processing the furs and then
selling them-all in Greenville.
Why Greenville? It's a long story
stretching back to 1914, with its
beginnings long ago in Alaska-a
story of marauders killing off the
great seal herds of years ago, a story
of international treaties, of union
troubles, of troubles with the government, a story of steady growth
with most years showing a nice
profit and sales in 1968 reaching a
total of nearly $8,000,000. The
sealskin business may be obscure
but it has had adventure and it isn't
small.
Alaska seals were first discovered
by a Russian admiral sent out by
Czar Peter the Great to learn if Siberia and America touched. The
year was 1725. The admiral was
Vitus Jonassen Bering. Bering arrived in Kamchatka, built ships, and
explored the seas which now bear
his name. It is unreliably reported
that he brought back sealskins
Each June thousands of seals gather in
which wealthy courtiers used to
the Pribilof Islands for mating. Giant cover the walls of their rather
600-pound bul Is dominate the scene,
drafty houses. These were rough
roaring and bellowing, each bull surrounded by anywhere from 20 to a skins, as no one then knew how to
remove the coarse outer hair. If
couple of hundred 60-pound cows.
they had the walls would have
looked even more luxurious.
It was not until 1786 that

sea and rail, salted in brine, 80 to a
barrel. Most of the skins however
are not foreign. The best and most
expensive come from Alaska, which
is not very close to Greenville
either.
Here in this Palmetto city of
70,000 souls who have never seen a
live seal except in a circus or on
TV, the skins are cleverly and patiently (in 132 different steps)
transformed from grizzly raw
brown hides into glossy black pelts
to be sewn together by furriers
around the globe into fashionable
ladies' coats, wraps and stoles. Preparing sealskins for furriers is the
principal business of the Fouke Co.
Another part of the business is
selling the finished skins at auction
twice a year to furriers who swarm
into Greenville from all over the
world. The next auction is to be in
the middle of this month (April) in
the Greenville auditorium. During
the three days of fierce bidding at
the auction as many languages can
be heard as in the delegates' lounge
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another Russian explorer, Gerassim
Pribilof, by some remarkable navigation in those cold and unknown
seas, discovered the breeding
ground of the seals he saw swim ming in the open water. He did it
by following the seals as they swam
northward. He came upon what seamen then called "the Mist Islands,"
a cluster of rocky islands clothed in
fog. There to his astonishment he
saw millions of seals. The enormous
seal rookery today bears his name,
the Pribilof Islands .
Neither Pribilof nor anyone else
knows where the seals go when
they migrate south. Apparently
they scatter far and wide in the vast
Pacific. As they have for centuries,
they return to the Pribilofs each
June. Thousands and thousands
arrive in the waves, clamber up on
the beaches for the mating season.
Giant 600-pound bulls dominate
the scene, roaring and bellowing,
each bull surrounded by anywhere
from 20 to a couple of hundred
60-pound cows. The bulls fight continuously, each fending off challenging bulls trying to take over his
harem. Since seals bear about equal
numbers of male and female calves
there is obviously a surplus of bulls.
Bulls under eight years of age don't
have enough muscle to get far in
the battles and, consequently, are
forced to hang around the edges of
the private preserve ( an area perhaps only a few feet across) of the
older bulls. Nowadays it is the
young surplus bulls that are used
for skins and eventually wind up in
Greenville.
Russia controlled the islands of
the Bering Sea and of Alaska until
their sale to the United States in
1867, a purchase then known as
"Seward's Folly." When the Russians controlled the herd relatively
few animals were taken for fur and
the herd was seriously depleted.
The history of the fur seals from
1867 on is a sad story. Marauding
seal hunters, apparently determined
to convert every seal into cash,
slaughtered the animals by the millions. Hundreds of thousands of
mother seals and their babies were
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killed while swimming in the open
seas. Conservation was an ugly
word. This indiscriminate killing
threatened extinction of the oncemighty herd. By 1910 the herd had
shrunk to less than 100,000.
About this time the realization
grew among several governments
whose nationals were slaughtering
the seals that unless the killing were
stopped there would be no more
seals and no more cash for anybody. The United States took the
lead in bringing about a halt. In
1911 a treaty was signed between
the United States, Great Britain,
Canada, Japan and Russia prohibiting the killing of the animals at
sea. This meant that the herds
could rebuild themselves. It also
meant that in time a planned harvest could be taken without endangering the herd. Today the herd
has grown back to about
1,500,000, a valuable and selfreplenishing asset for the United
States, an asset that within a year
or so after 1910 might have been
squandered forever.
What distinguishes an Alaskan
Seal from the sea lions seen in zoos
and circuses is its short hairs underneath a thick coat of coarse outer
hair. Sea lions have no underfur. It
is the short hair that is valuable.
These inner hairs are so dense
300,000 to a square inch have been
counted. In its natural state the
underfur is brown and kinky. The
Fouke Co . long ago developed
processes not only to remove the
outer hair and to tan the skin to a
chamois-softness, but to dye the
underfur black ( or sometimes
brown) and to dekink it.
John Fouke, who left Yale in
1932 after two years, is now president of the Fouke Co. "There was a
depression on," he said recently,
"and I went to work in my father's
factory in St. Louis. My father
started our present business in
1914, three years after the treaty

was signed to protect the herds. My
father had the idea that since the
seals were now under the control of
the United States the skins would
be dressed, dyed and sold in the
United States instead of England.
This would save the 30 per cent
duty on finished skins returning to
the United States.
"My father went to London and

offered a finisher there $50,000 to
set up business with him in St.
Louis, but was refused. However he
later received a letter from two men
who worked in the British plant.
They said they would come to St.
Louis to set up a new plant. With
this nucleus of trained men he was
ready to proceed."
Proceeding was easier said than

This coat of Fouke-dyed black Alaska
Fur Seal retails for about $2,000.
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done. Philip Fouke, his father,
spent four years between St. Louis
and Washington trying to work out
a deal with the Department of
Commerce, the agency which had
been given control of the herd. His
efforts culminated in a contract
dated May 1914, for Philip Fouke
to process and sell the governmentowned skins. Fouke received a percentage of the net with the government taking the balance of the
profit and retaining ownership until
the skins were sold, an arrangement
that prevails today except the
Department of the Interior is now
in charge of the seals.
The father's company started selling dressed and dyed skins in 1916
and continued to do so until March
1963, when the government suddenly awarded its sealskin contract
to another company, Supara of
Chicago. By this time the son, John
Fouke, had-in 1956-become
president of Fouke Fur Co.
"I had been looking for a new
plant," John Fouke said the other
day. "The plant in St. Louis was
built in 1905 and was antiquated.
Someone had sent us a picture of
the plant we're now in in Greenville. It had 20,000 square feet, was
new and available. We bought it.
"But when we told the government we were moving our business
to Greenville they cancelled the
contract. They put out requests for
bids and actually gave a contract to
Supara of Chicago. After 50 years
of getting along fine with the government they suddenly cancelled.
The outlook was gloomy to say the
least."
Fouke Fur faced sudden death,
but John Fouke decided not to go
down without a fight. He enlisted
the Washington law firm of Oscar
Chapman, former Secretary of the
Interior, as legal counsel. A hearing
was demanded and subsequently
granted. The hearings proved to be
lengthy, with testimony from many
witnesses bringing out the history
of sealing, the history of the old
and new contracts, the qualifications of Supara, the qualifications
of Fouke in the fur finishing and
20

marketing business, and a wide variety of other matters, including
Fouke 's relationships with the
Amalgamated Meat Cutters and
Butcher Workers Union. The union
accused Fouke of leaving St. Louis
to avoid unions. Fouke stoutly
denied this. Its reason for leaving,
Fouke argued, was because its
building was .obsolete and the new
building in Greenville was ready for
uninterrupted operations. Fouke
offered to compensate union workers who lost their jobs. The union
accepted $10,000 in a settlement
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Fouke employee Jerry Laws holds a
skin which shows the condition sealskins
are in when they arrive in barrels from
Alaska.

out of court. In the end, the government handed the contract back
to Fouke. The company could then
move to Greenville.
Jack Fouke, as his friends call
him, went while a young man to
Alaska to work with the Aleuts. In
the last couple of years he has made
two trips to Russia, his last trip culminating in a deal with Sojuz Ushnina, the Russian seal marketing
agency, to send 6,000 skins to
Greenville for processing and sale.
The Russian skins, from islands
near the Pribilofs but in Russian

waters, are almost identical to the
American skins.
It takes seven skins to make a
lady's coat. At the last Greenville
sales, Sept. 19-20, 1968, an average
Alaskan skin sold for $97. For
non-Alaskan skins the average was
$40. The skins are sold in bundles.
Hundreds of bundles are displayed
on long tables in the Greenville
auditorium basement for buyers to
inspect before the auction, each
bundle marked with a lot number.
A battery of half a dozen auctioneers on a rostrum auction off the
lots by number in a fast-moving
jamboree of bidding in a large basement chamber packed with buyers
from many lands. It's a colorful
sight which, curiously, goes largely
unnoticed by the crowds on the
streets outside.
John Fouke has enjoyed life in
Greenville. Now 57, he still has to
travel a good deal to New York,
Washington and foreign cities. He is
always glad to get back to the
Greenville plant where floor space
has increased five-fold. He's glad to
get back to his handsome white
house set amid rolling green lawns,
great oaks and flowers; glad to see
his wife, a director of the Greenville
Symphony Orchestra.
The Foukes have two children:
Susan, married and living in New
York, and John, a married student
at Georgia State, now living in
Atlanta.
Things have been relatively quiet
around the office since the company moved to Greenville. Business
is good, sales are up, no labor problems exist among the 225 fully integrated employees. The Company
changed its name recently from
Fouke Fur Co. to merely Fouke
Co. when, in its decision to diversify, it purchased a furniture plant
in Maine which makes early American furniture.
The company is now prepared to
provide ladies with both outdoor
apparel and indoor furnishings.

Eugene Warner is a free-lance writer
from Landrum.
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CROSSWORD

PUZZLE
(Answers to puzzle on page 62)

DOWN
ACROSS

1.
4.
7.
8.
9.
12.
15.
1 7.
18.
19.
22.
23.
25.
26.
27.
29.
30.
34.
36.
37.
40.
41.
42.

River north of Charleston.
Port Royal is a town in - - -. (direction abbr.)
S.C. ranks 39th among the states in - - - .
Fruit tree that bears mellow, juicy fruit.
Small town between Estill and Gilford in
Hampton County.
South Carolina. (abbr.)
Chemist who in 1848 suggested the mosquito
theory for the transmission of yellow fever.
Small town above Rock Hill in York County.
S.C. - - - Centennial of 1970.
Long, slippery fish shaped like a snake.
Small town near the border between Barnwell
and Allendale counties.
Governor of S.C. from Anderson, 1865-68. In
1872 appointed Minister to Russia.
- - - of Palms-family resort beach.
Charleston was named for - - - Charles of
England.
The - - - of pine trees is used to make turpentine.
Small town in Charleston County between
Meggett and the Edisto River.
People who favored remaining loyal to England
during the Revolution.
Town between Oconee and Anderson counties.
During colonial days sassafras - - - was sold for
seven or eight cents a pint in stores.
Town in central Chesterfield County.
State bordering on south and southwest. (abbr.)
Beaufort is a county in the - - - . (direction
abbr.)
Town below Mullins in Marion County.
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1. Mammals that swim off the S.C. coast.
2. State bordering on the north. (abbr.)
3. Small town south of Lake Moultrie in Berkeley
County.
4. Town on the border between Dillon and Marion
counties.
5. - - - Claire-suburb north of Columbia in Richland County.
6. - - - Country is one of the sections of the state.
10. Small insect that lives in colonies.
11. County in the north central section of the state.
13. Southern Indian tribe.
14. Some sections of the state contain black - - - .
16. "Pitchfork Ben" of Edgefield rendered service to
the farmers and the cause of education.
20. - - - Star is a town near Lake Marion in Calhoun
County.
21. Smallest of the two kinds of shrews.
24. Member of the rodent family.
28. Charleston is the state's major - - -.
31. Town in south Anderson County named by railroad officials for a pretty girl.
32. Member of the weasel family that is popular for
its fur.
33. Wild fruit tree that grows in thickets all over the
state.
35. Tall cereal grass used in making oatmeal.
37. Site of atomic energy plant.
38. Small town northeast of Clinton in Laurens
County.
39. The - - - of doves can be heard all over S.C.
43. Sporting goods are made from the wood of this
tree which grows all over the state.
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THE

SNAP
OF THE

TOW ROPE • • •
By Elizabeth Simpson
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ne of America's fastest growing
sports is offered daily in Chester
at Bermuda High Soaring
School. Founded five years ago by
Joe H. Giltner Jr. and Maj. (Ret.)
G. A. Coffman, it is one of 22
schools in the United States teaching the art of soaring. Attracting
students from 10 states, Bermuda
High not only offers qualified instruction for novices but also an opportunity for experienced soarers

0

to indulge in the sport through the
rental of sailplanes and tow planes.
Bermuda High is equipped with
nine soaring planes and three
powered tow planes. Headquarters
are centered in a converted trailer
located at the Chester Airport and
reminiscent of the Lindbergh era.
Shirttails cut from the backs of
soarers after their first solo cover
the walls and ceiling and are
marked boldly with name of flyer,
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instructor and date of solo. A
blackboard flanks one wall with
bulletins of interest and a check list
for pilots. Rows of pigeonholes
flank another wall. A coffee pot
bubbles on a small stove and a refrigerator offers cream for the
coffee and the makings of a sandwich. Booted pilots troop through
the door, pour themselves a cup of
coffee, and relax on the leather sofa
to boast of an altitude just attained
or to swap thermal findings with
other pilots.
Since its role in World War II,
soaring (known officially as gliding
and frequently as sailplaning) has
been steadily gaining in popularity
in the western hemisphere. Germany alone boasts nearly a thousand soaring clubs. Its advance in
the United States has been astronomical in the past decade. South
Carolina now has 35 members in
the Soaring Society of America,
parent organization based in Los
Angeles. The Soaring Society reports a membership increase at the
rate of 500 a year from 1960 to
1966, and an average of 300 to 400
monthly since that time.
Soaring in the Chester area is dependent upon thermals, columns of
rising warm air. The other two
forms of soaring, ridge and wave
soaring, are available in more hilly
and mountainous terrains.
Thermals are formed by warm
spots in the earth such as a freshly
plowed field or the concrete of a
shopping center. The warm air
masses from these areas seek higher
altitudes, thus causing upward
pressure.
A sailplane is launched from the
earth to an operational altitude, the
tow rope is released, and the sailor
of the sky is set free to join the
hawks and eagles in search of rising
thermals. Sailplanes, unlike their

bird brothers, are equipped with instruments to register the presence
of thermals, which are invisible to
the human eye. Since thermals are
conical in shape and spiraling in
direction, the trick is to catch a low
point in the mass, establish a circular pattern with the sailplane, and
then spiral upwards. After riding
the airy escalator to its top, the
pilot goes forward to seek another
thermal and continue his effort to
gain height, thus prolonging his stay
in the sky. In the flat area surrounding Chester an accomplished
pilot expects to stay aloft about an
hour on an average day.
A sunny day with a rising trend
in temperature is termed a good
thermal day. This condition is often
accompanied by the cumulus
cauliflower-like clouds, with flat
bottoms and whipped cream toppings. Altitude attained by thermal
soarers in the United States usually
ranges from 5,000 to 30,000 feet.
Flight distances in excess of 600
miles have been registered. Higher

altitudes and longer flights have
been achieved through wave soaring
in the lee of ridges and mountain
ranges. However, 46,000 feet is
considered the maximum safe
height for conventional oxygen
equipment and an unpressurized
cabin. All flights at Bermuda High
are time measured rather than distance measured.
Three methods are used for
launching these motorless aircraftthe winch tow, automobile tow and
airplane tow. Winch launching takes
place when a wire attached to the
sailplane is wound on a reel operated by an automobile engine. The
wire is swiftly reeled in and the sailplane takes off, releasing the wire at
the proper altitude.
Auto towing has been compared
to running with a kite. An altitude
in excess of two-thirds the length of
the line is attainable.
Aero towing is accomplished by
small powered airplanes. These can
release the sailplane at any desirable
altitude, usually 2,000 to 3,000
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Sailplanes can be towed to the soaring
club in long, narrow trailers and assembled at the site. Joe H. Giltner Jr.,
co-proprietor of Bermuda High, is in
the foreground.
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feet. Bermuda High uses the aero
tow most frequently, although
automobile tow is available.
A sailplane can be launched with
a minimum of two persons (the
soaring pilot and the launch pilot).
However, it is desirable to have a
lineman (wing tip holder) to help
roll the sailplane to the point of departure. In the absence of a lineman, the tow pilot doubles as a
wing tip holder.
Bermuda High has only two
people on its payroll other than the
proprietors, and these two are linemen. Not on the payroll but working gratis are seven qualified pilots
who instruct for the love of the
sport.
Learning to soar requires no

previous air experience and is available to anyone over age 14 in relatively normal physical condition. A
physical examination is not necessary, only a certification from the
applicant that he has no known
physical defects which would make
him unqualified for soaring.
Lessons are given in two-seater
sailplanes, with the instructor sit24

ting just behind the student. The
sailplane is equipped with dualcontrol sticks and rudders, and the
student can expect an opportunity
to operate the craft on his own
during the very first lesson. Students who travel considerable distances to Bermuda High usually
spend several days in the Chester
area for concentrated instruction.
One woman from Atlanta was able
to solo on her first three-day weekend at Bermuda High. The school's
youngest aspirant is a 14-year-old
girl and its oldest a 76-year-old
grandmother. Most soarers are
male.
Since the cost of a sailplane
ranges from $4,000 to $9,000,
many sky sailors either pool their

- Photos by Carey Womack

Above: Gren Seibels 11 of Columbia
removes a sailplane from a trailer and
(left) is shown strapping himself in. Right:
A minimum of two persons, the soaring
pilot and the launch pilot, are required
to ready a plane for launching.

resources for joint ownership or
rely upon clubs and schools such as
Bermuda High for rentals. Sailplanes can be purchased in kits for
less than $3,000 for the do-ityourself enthusiast. Soaring planes
can be disassembled to fit into long,
narrow trailers, which are pulled
along the highways behind even the
smallest auto. This mobility makes
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it possible for soarers to travel great
distances to participate in meets
and competition. A trailer also
makes it possible for the sailplane
to be parked at home instead of in
a hangar. Sailplanes are considered
good investments and have been
known to remain in good condition
for 30 years or longer.
Soaring is often a family affair,
with each member participating in
the assembly, launching and care of
the craft. In cross-country soaring,
the family may assist in the launch,
then drive with car and trailer several hundred miles to retrieve the
pilot and his craft.
Sailing in the sky is the only remaining form of aviation which
relies solely upon aerodynamics for

the landings (usually at speeds of
35 miles per hour or less through
the use of wing spoilers) are amazingly precise. Strict rules and inspections are enforced by the
United States Department of Transportation.
Soaring is not a science but
rather a technical art. The performance turned in by a pilot depends
al most completely upon his
reaction to conditions as he finds
them. This freedom of response and
complete individuality of performance comprise the basic appeal of
soaring. Its counterpart in a twodimensional endeavor is sailing,
which relies on dynamics of wind
and water and the skill of the
performer.

execution. Despite its threedimensional characteristics, it is
considered a safe sport. Participants
are those with a feel for nature and
the dynamics of the air, its offerings and its limitations. To this they
add stringent training, a measure of
skill, an ounce of precaution. The
end result is a safe sport. The craft
is wieldy and maneuverable, and

Soaring's first appeal to the
individual is the sporting aspectthe act of pitting himself and his
craft with nature to gain certain
goals. Its second appeal is to the
craftsman and technician, whose
interest is in the mechanics and performance of the craft itself, its
design and its construction. A third
appeal is the camaraderie of its par-
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ticipants, who seem to form a
natural and genuine fraternity.
Described by one enthusiast as a
"sport too good for kings," and by
another as "not the sport of kings,
but the king of sports," soarfog has
a fascination for those who want to
be up, up and away, out of the
smog, the blaring horns, the push of
the crowd, up into a dream world.
The snap of the tow rope brings
instant silence and an ecstasy rarely
found in mechanical contrivances.
Below are the brown checkerboard
farms, the green grazing land, the
blue lakes of Chester County, and a
wisp of curling smoke from a sooty
chimney which will dissipate itself
before reaching the soarer. Above
are the sun and the clouds, true
friends of a soarer, and an occasional hawk to signal an invitation to a
new thermal.
All around is the crystal clearness
which shopkeepers endlessly seek
to bottle up for their sparkling
showcases of jewels or satin. And
inside the cockpit are the pilot's
thoughts-unleashed and free flowing in a manner induced only by
the delicious silence of the craft.
Many pilots have experienced such
ecstasy that they have given way to
quiet tears; or punctured the hush
with a giggle recaptured from somewhere long ago; or burst into a song
too long forgotten. One pilot expressed a feeling of "becoming" the
aircraft, blending his own flesh and
bones with the metal of the aircraft
until they became one, a living,
breathing, flying mortal, winging
his way through ever-ever land on a
course laid out for him by an eagle.
Whatever it is to an individual,
soaring is a subjective thing, a being
rather than a doing. Here then is
soundless poetry, sky written
against a background of blue, illegible to the earthbound and only
softly whispered by the wind.
All of this-and more-at
Chester!

Elizabeth Simpson is a free-lance
writer from Charlotte.
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The Octagon House of Laurens

Eight
Faces

of History
By Priscilla Davis

S

ome people say that if you hold
a divining rod "just so" you may
find water. Rev. Zelote Holmes
found his way to South Carolina by
employing a similar device.
An orphan, Holmes was living
with his brother in New York
when, in 1830, he decided to journey afar. The youngster proceeded
to the shipping docks, held his cane
in the air and avowed that whichever way the cane fell he would follow its direction. South it fell and
south he came-to South Carolina.
By this fateful act the Octagon
House of Laurens had its beginning.
After attending Columbia Theological Seminary for a time, Holmes
moved to Laurens and preached at
several Presbyterian churches in the
outlying districts. Also interested in
education, Holmes became superintendent of education at the
Laurensville Female Academy.
Holmes further entrenched himself in the Laurens area when he
married, for he built his unique
home, settled and lived here until
his death in 1885.
Holmes' daughter, Mrs. L. S.
Fuller, resided in the house until
Dr. Fuller's death in 1934, at which
time the house passed into the
hands of the Watson family. For
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one reason or another they moved,
leaving the house vacant and for
sale. The old house was in a deteriorating state when Mrs. Belle
Sumerel bought and renovated it.
It is obvious that Rev. Holmes
was a spiritual man as well as a
creative one. Not one to be content
with an ordinary house plan,
Holmes conceived the idea of closing in the Cross of Christ with lines
drawn from corner to corner of the
crossed timbers. This gives the
eight-sided configuration. Holmes'
brother in New York, a civil engineer, possibly · helped with the
plans.
Many stories are connected with
the Octagon House. This is not unusual since people tend to add
mystery to anything odd or unusual. Some of the stories are logical, some not. For example, there
is the one about the beheading
post.
In the back yard is a rock with a
curious tilt-due no doubt to time
and erosion-which was probably
used as a hitching post. The children of the neighborhood believe
otherwise. They think it was used
as a head chopping block for disobedient slaves. This no doubt explains why the rock is in such good

condition, for local children will
not go near it.
What would an "old house
story" be without a dungeon with
chains, skeletons and rats? The
Octagon house contains a dungeon,
which has been referred to as such
since the house was bu.ilt; however,
a thorough check of the walls
shows no sign of chains and the
cat-in-residence seems a sufficient
menace to keep away the rats.
The house also has the traditional "ransacking Yankee" storythough this one is authentic as far
as we can tell.
During the "late great conflict"
the men in blue were ransacking
everyplace in search of valuables.
Catherine, Rev. Holmes' wife, hid
all of her family's treasures in the
dungeon, which can only be
reached by removing boards from
the floor of the central hall and descending a ladder. She replaced the
boards, covered them with a rug
and sat there in her rocking chair,
knitting, while the raiders searched
the house from top to not-quitebottom. Thus she succeeded in deceiving the Yankees.
At that time there was also a
tunnel leading from the dungeon
down to the Laurens Mill. This wartime escape route has long since
been filled in. Yet there remains a
long rectangular hole-grave size,
you might say-where the fill dirt
has sunk through the years.
With foresight rare among private
owners, Mrs. Sumerel has preserved the many details which make
this house especially interesting. In
one spot, Mr. Watson, the third resident, daily struck matches to light
his pipe. This worn spot has been
retained and provides a homey
touch.
As with most other sizable
homes of the era, this one was constructed with slave labor-and labor
it must have required to build a
house over a huge slab of rock. The
actual construction of the house
was accomplished by pouring conPriscilla Davis is a free-lance writer
from Laurens.
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crete into forms set up over this
massive rock formation. After the
concrete hardened the forms were
removed, revealing the newly
formed walls. However, it wasn't as
simple as it sounds when you visualize slaves shouldering kegs of concrete up the ramps to the scaffolding over the forms. Other work
crews were employed on the
ground to smash field rock with
great sledge hammers so that it
could be poured into the forms to
provide a filler.
In what would now be called the
basement there were rooms,
complete with fireplaces, for the
slaves. This would have been unusual for any other house of the
era. But the Octagon House could
have fireplaces in any desired location simply by hollowing a flue in
the wall leading to one of the six
chimneys.
The fact that this was the first
concrete house in the Laurens area
led to a daily gathering of people to
watch the unique construction.
These people gathered mainly to
laugh and to make bets on how
long it would take such a structure
as this to crack, crumble and fall.
Everyone assumed it couldn't stand
for any length of time. Yet, more
than a century later the house still
stands.
From the entrance hall you may
go either to the right and upstairs
along a curving staircase, to the left
into a large drawing room, or
straight ahead to the central hall.
The entrance hall is most fascinating; its walls reach to the skylighted roof. On either side are two
massive walnut doors which open
into the dining room on one side
and the ballroom on the other. Just
what a Presbyterian minister used
a ballroom for is not recorded, so
we'll have to attribute it to Holmes'
eccentricity.
Suspended in the central hall are
two balconies which, like some relatives, have no visible means of
support. The balconies were constructed to allow access to rooms
without going through other rooms.
Another oddity is a window
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which can be looked out of from
three different rooms.
All of the major rooms in the
house are square. The small anterooms were formed from loppedoff comers and are stuck here and
there in a surprising variety of
ways. These architectural "gems"
contain from three to ten facets.
Nonetheless, the pieces of this intriguing puzzle fit together very
well.
When he planned his home, Rev.
Holmes did not forget to work out
an air conditioning system. Above
the doors in all of the larger rooms
are large square openings used for
cross ventilation. Also in every
room are "air vents" near the ceiling which stem from the basement.
In summer air flows through and
cools the rooms. Oddly enough,
during the winter warm air can be
felt coming through the same vents.
This is just another one of the unexplained mysteries of Octagon
House.
When Rev. Holmes designed his
house he employed octagons
throughout. The chimneys and
posts were handmade and octagonshaped. When some of the bricks
needed replacing in recent years
they had to be cast in a special
mold so they would fit properly
into the chimney.
More planning and work went
into the house than immediately
meets the eye. Rev. Holmes first
began his house plans in 1844 but
the house was not completed until
1859. It required the labor of his
slaves, which numbered 60 or more,
as well as the efforts of himself and
his family to finish it.
The house was remodeled in the
1930s. At this time the original
12-room house became a 16-room
house, not including halls and
baths.
The story of this house, its
builder, and its construction presents a striking account of the Old
South. In that tradition Mrs.
Sumerel took over the Octagon
House, that she might keep alive a
landmark-a historical as well as a
"memory" landmark.

A rectangular hole (grave size!) remains
where the tunnel leading from the dungeon down to Laurens Mill was filled in .
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Children believe that the notched rock
behind Octagon House was used as a head
chopping block for disobedient slaves.

Balconies were constructed in the house
to allow access to rooms without having
to go through other rooms.

Many stories are associated with the
house, as is usually the case with an
odd, mysterious-looking dwelling.
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The Walker
Family

of
Cedar SpringFor Four
Generations

or 120 years, members of the
Walker family have pioneered in
education for the deaf and blind
at Cedar Spring, near Spartanburg.
A school was founded at Cedar
Spring in January 1849, by Rev.
Newton Pinckney Walker-a Baptist
minister, then 33 years old-the
great-grandfather of the present
superintendent, Dr. W. Laurens
Walker, and of his brother, N.F.
Walker, assistant superintendent.
Rev. Walker's interest in education for the handicapped
stemmed from the fact that his wife
had two brothers and a sister who
were deaf. These three relatives,
with two other deaf children and a
few hearing children, made up the
first student body of the small private school. Before the end of the
first year, three other deaf children
were admitted.

~
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PIONEERS
IN EDUCATION FOR
THE DEAF AND BLIND

By Barrington King
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Rev. Walker had acquired at
Cedar Spring a small resort-type
hotel and about 160 acres of surrounding property. Prior to opening
the school here, he spent several
months during 1847 to 1848
studying teaching methods in the
Georgia School for the Deaf, then
housed in a log cabin at Cave
Spring, Georgia.
With this preparation, he undertook a work which his family has
continued for four generations. In
1855 a department for the blind
was added. And in 1857 the school
was transferred to the state and
became the South Carolina School
for the Deaf and Blind.
But during the next few years,
the life of the young institution was
seriously threatened when the
founder was stricken with measles
at age 45. Although he realized that
at his age his illness might prove

fatal, he refused to go to bed and
continued to direct the operation
of the school.
To put his affairs in order, he
wrote a somewhat lengthy document, dated Oct. 24, 1861, in
which he set forth ideas of how the
institution should be conducted in
the future. He gave a detailed
accounting of the school property
and, in the latter part, presented his
religious beliefs as a testimony
before God that "His mercy endureth forever."
Rev. Walker died Nov. 13, 1861.
His eldest son, Newton Farmer
Walker, who later was to succeed
him and carry on the work for 60
years, had joined the Confederate
Army at age 16. Although he was
given an honorable discharge shortly after his father's death, he was
too young to take over his father's
full responsibilities.
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The founder's wife, the former
Martha Hughston of Hobbysville,
also had contracted measles, but recovered. A woman of strong character and determination, she
stepped into the breach and continued throughout the difficult war
years the work her husband had
begun.
During Reconstruction, the
school went through a period of
fitful closing and reopening. For a
time, Newton Farmer Walker and
J.S. Hughston served as associate
principals. Later Hughston, Mrs.
Walker's brother and one of the
original deaf pupils at the school,
served as superintendent for three
years.
Hughston resigned in 1872 and
was succeeded by Newton Farmer
Walker; shortly thereafter the
school began uninterrupted operation under Walker's leadership.
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In all, he served for approximately 60 years and saw the school
become an institution with 300
pupils and 30 faculty members.
(Enrollment for the 1968-69 school
year is 507, including deaf and
blind pupils, and a small number of
pupils in the aphasiac unit, recently
added for children who have suffered brain damage.)
Of the multitude of children who
have learned at Cedar Spring to
overcome the barriers of darkness
and silence, perhaps the person best
able to represent the entire group
was Ruby Miller of Columbia. For
Ruby, like Helen Keller, was both
deaf and blind.
One of Ruby's contemporaries
was Mrs. Loree Walker Godshall,
who for many years has been a
teacher at Cedar Spring. She came
here as a partially blind student
from Greenville in 1916. She later
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Hearing aids are used by deaf children
to learn speech and lip reading.

was graduated from Greenville
Woman's College. But during her 11
years as a student at Cedar Spring,
she and Ruby became close friends.
Ruby learned to spell the names
of objects she could touch by
having the name of each object repeatedly "spelled out in her hand"
by the manual alphabet, Mrs. Godshall explains.
She learned to read braille, to use
a typewriter, to read lips by placing
her fingers on the teacher's lips and,
finally, to speak by touching the
teacher's lips and at the same time
feeling the vibrations in her throat.
Lacking both sight and hearing,
Ruby's other senses were extremely
acute. She could even identify
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many colors of cloth by the way
the different dyes smelled, according to Mrs. Godshall. She quotes
Ruby as saying, "Black smells like
an umbrella."
Ruby had an intense desire to be
a normal person. She was joyous
over each newly acquired ability.
She became an avid reader, continuously ordering and reading books
in braille from the Library of Congress. Among subjects she studied
at Cedar Spring were Latin, French,
algebra and geometry.
Many teachers had a part in giving Ruby an awareness of the world
of sight and sound. One of the first
was Miss Sarah Banks of Prosperity.
Others included Miss Virginia
Thackston, whose mother, Mrs. T.
B. Thackston Sr., for whom Thackston Hall is named, taught at the
school for 40 years; Mrs. Louisa
Walker Kirby, sister of the present
superintendents; and Mrs. James
Mccutcheon of Spartanburg.
Miss Marion Speigner of Myrtle
Beach, music teacher at the school
and a former pupil in the department for the blind, during one
school year taught Ruby handicrafts. When she returned to her
home in Columbia about 1930,
Ruby supplemented here family's
income with her handicraft work.
Ruby Miller returned to Cedar
Spring in 1949 for the school's
100th anniversary. When Mrs. Godshall spelled out in her hand, "Who
am I?" Ruby immediately responded, "Loree." Her keen sense
of touch enabled her to identify her
friend by the way she formed the
letters of the manual alphabet.
Shortly after that, Ruby married
a deaf man from Georgia. When
Mrs. Godshall last heard from her a
few years ago they were living in
Atlanta. But recent attempts to
reach her there were unsuccessful.
Ruby Miller first came to Cedar
Spring during the latter part of the
long administration of Newton
Farmer Walker. Dr. Laurens Walker
recalls his grandfather as a kindly
Barrington King is a free-lance
writer from Cowpens.
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man, but one who insisted on strict
observance of administrative regulations.
"He ran the school," is the way
Dr. Walker puts it.
N.S. Walker II has a sofa in his
office on which his grandfather
took a nap every day after lunch.
And it was understood that no one
should wake him until he had
finished his nap, except in an
emergency.
Newton Farmer Walker married
the former Virginia Eppes of
Laurens. She served for many years
as matron of the school. Their son,
Laurens Walker Sr., succeeded his
father as superintendent in 1927.
Both held important offices in the
Masonic Order in South Carolina.
In his earlier years, Laurens
Walker Sr. taught for a while at the
West Virginia School for the Deaf
at Romney. While there he met his

wife, the former Nelia Dailey of
Romney. Now 91, she is living at a
nursing home in Spartanburg.
Their two sons, Laurens Walker
Jr. and N.F. Walker II, are carrying
on in the fourth generation the
work their great-grandfather started
120 years ago. Both are graduates
of Wofford College where Dr.
Laurens Walker played on the football team. He later taught at York
County High School and at Hastock
School for Boys in Spartanburg and
coached football at both schools.
He was awarded his doctorate by
Wofford.
N.F. Walker II spent four years
in the Navy after graduation from
Wofford. He received his master's
degree in education from Gallaudet
National College for the Deaf in
Washington, D.C., for which Cedar
Spring gives its deaf students preparatory training.
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all in the 1920s.
In the present generation, W.
Laurens Walker Jr. was on the
faculty of the Florida school for
two years, and served as president
for the latter part of the second
year following the death of his
uncle. He came back to Cedar
Spring as principal in 1928 and
became superintendent after the
death of his father in 1931.
N .F. Walker II taught in the New
Jersey School for the Deaf and
served as principal in schools in
South Dakota and Minnesota
before returning to South Carolina
in 1948.
Their sister, Nelia Walker Goff,
went to Rhode Island 40 years ago
to teach in the School for the Deaf
at Providence, where she met her
husband. After rearing a family, she
returned to Cedar Spring where she
is now serving in a supervisory
capacity.

Left: An aerial view of
Cedar Spring campus.
generation operators of
Walker (L.) and Dr. W.

a portion of the
Below: Fourth
the school, N.F.
Laurens Walker.

- Photos by B & B Studio, Inc.

Their sister, the late Louisa
Walker Kirby, taught at Cedar
Spring for 20 years. Earlier, two sisters of Newton Farmer Walker were
connected with the school, one as a
teacher and the other as the wife of
the first principal of the department for the blind.
But the Walker family's dedication has not been limited to the
South Carolina School for the Deaf
and Blind. As mentioned above, W.
Laurens Walker Sr. taught for a
while at the West Virginia School
for the Deaf.
Later, while he was superintendent at Cedar Spring, two of his
brothers held similar positions at
other state schools-Albert H.
Walker as president of the Florida
School for the Deaf and Blind at St.
Augustine, and Horace E. Walker as
superintendent of the Tennessee
School for the Deaf at Knoxville-
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Thus a dozen members of the
Walker family have served as administrators and teachers in state institutions in South Carolina, Florida,
Tennessee, West Virginia, New
Jersey, Rhode Island, Montana and
South Dakota.
It all began when Rev. Newton
Pinckney Walker started a small
private school with five deaf pupils
at Cedar Spring 120 years ago. He
labored largely in an unknown an
unexplored field. But he discovered
that infinite patience could transform the hopeless outlook of that
small group of deaf children into
the reality of happy, useful lives.
And for four generations this remarkable family has continued to
carry forward at Cedar Spring the
work he began, and to give substance to the goal the founder recorded during his last illness:
"My great desire is that the institution, in some form be perpetuated in all time, in such manner
as to reflect honor .... "

It has recently been announced
that Dr. W. Laurens Walker has
been succeeded as superintendent
by his brother, N.F. Walker. Ed.
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ROCK HILL SAYS
''COME -SEE - ME''

hortly after Mother Nature has
begun to yawn and stretch after
her long winter sleep and Old
Sol has marked the vernal equinox
to herald "green up time" again,
things start happening in Rock Hill.
Barrels of glistening white and
yellow paint go down to mark driving lanes, parking spaces and pedestrian crossings; husbands agree to
clean out the garage and tune up
the lawn mower without too much
grumbling; wives begin to think
more kindly of inviting in-laws to
visit as they wind up house cleaning
and phone their favorite beauty
salons for appointments; and senior
citizens on pensions shave and put
on neckties before going up town

S
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to chat on Main Street each
morning-all because of three magic
words, "Come-See-Me."
Since 1962 Rock Hillians have
set April 15-or the weekend
nearest-for Come-See-Me, and have
invited relatives, friends and the
general public to come and share
with them the beauty of their cityowned, national award-winning
Glencairn Garden at its peak; to
tour private gardens and interesting
and unusual homes; to see worldfamous products in the making at
local industries; to view many and
varied community events, including
extravaganzas featuring stars of
stage and television.
In preparation for Come-See-Me

By Harper Gault
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everything must be cleaned and
polished to meticulous brightness.
Homes and yards, stores and buildings, streets and sidewalks are immaculate and families turn out in
best bib and tucker. An epidemic of
enthusiasm sweeps through the entire area and everybody feels the
urge to promote the festival. Actual
count last year revealed 103 different clubs, organizations and
groups participating, and estimates
showed some 30,000 individuals
taking a part in one way or anothe:i;.
Politics, school or municipal
issues might split the populace into
factions but Come-See-Me is an annual project of unanimous appeal,
without opposition from any
quarter. Democrats and Republicans, Baptists and Methodists,
Carolina and Clemson men work
shoulder-to-shoulder on
committees.
The aim of Come-See-Me from
the very start has been to sponsor a
cooperative undertaking with everybody contributing his part, be it
time, labor, services or, in some
cases, money. It's a non-profit,
non-commercial project to which
the city, Chamber of Commerce
and civic clubs all contribute. It's a
do-it-yourself and usually a selfsupporting proposition. Yet there
are no hot dog and cold drink
stands in Glencairn Garden or hucksters on the streets hawking
bouquets, badges and balloons.
Here is a fast developing, modern
municipality whose leaders look to
the future with "Model City" planning of a space age era, yet one
which is completely old-fashioned
in one major respect: it exudes
genuine hospitality reminiscent of
the Old South. Visitors see Rock
Hill in its finest hour because
Come-See-Me with its manys plendored attractions is, in the
words of John A. Gill, pioneer and
prime instigator of the event, "community pride personified."
Attesting to its success is an estimate by local police that in 1968
50,000 guests came to this city of
35,000 during Come-See-Me.
City-owned Glencairn Garden, in
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the triangle formed by Charlotte
Avenue and Crest Street near the
heart of Rock Hill, is the focal
point and birthplace of the idea for
the annual celebration. Dr. David
A. Bigger, a prominent local physician, started the garden as a hobby
in 1928 when he and Mrs. Bigger
planted several azaleas in a damp
plot of protected soil in the
wooded, rolling ground at the rear
of their home. Four hundred
healthy, hardy plants were growing
in their spacious back yard by the
end of the first year of the venture.
The Biggers continued developing their project and in 1940
opened to the Glencairn Garden,

terest. Adjoining land was acquired
and various improvements made,
including a large pool near the
center of the garden, a miniature
geyser fountain, paved walkways,
winding gravel trails, informal stairs
interspaced with planted sectors,
and a Japanese bridge across a small
creek. The planting scheme provided for year-round blossoming.
Today Glencairn, said to be the
only formal municipally-owned garden in the Piedmont Carolinas,
offers a six-acre collection of different varieties of azaleas in contrasting color combinations-one of
the largest in this part of the
country. The vibrant hues of

named for the family's ancestral
home in Scotland. More azaleas and
other plants and shrubs were added
through the years.
After Dr. Bigger died in 1951, his
widow continued to cultivate and
operate the garden. In 1958, shortly before her own death, she
deeded the property to the city of
Rock Hill so that it might be maintained for the enjoyment of the
citizenry and their guests.
The city commissioned architect
Robert E. Marvin of Walterboro to
develop a long range plan for the
garden, to proceed with steps to
make it more accessible, and to
create new spots of beauty and in-

azaleas, camellias, and flowering
crab blend their beauty with dogwood, redbud and wisteria as the
garden reaches its peak, usually in
mid-April.
There are sasanquas, periwinkles,
tulips, daffodils, day lilies, water
lilies, pansies, petunias, Japanese
red maple, long needle pine, sunburst locust trees, convexa holly
and boxwood, to mention a few of
the over 100,000 specimens, many
of which are very rare.
The presence of trees, shrubs and
flowers in their natural habitat, the
splashing of the fountain and waterfall, and the quietness of the lily
pool, combine to make Glencairn a
Sand lap per

- Photo by Rock McGee

place of year-round interest to
nature lovers. The garden is appealing at night as well as day, for at
this time the sight of delicate pastel
lights playing on the fountain lends
a magical, roma1tic atmosphere to
the garden.
In April 1960, the garden was
formally opened by the city and at
once became a mecca for beauty
lovers everywhere. In 1963 it received one of the two awards given
in the United States and Canada by
the American Association of Nurserymen, Inc., in recognition of the
garden's landscaping and beautification.
It was in a burst of community
pride that the thought of ComeSee-Me was first voiced. Strolling
through Glencairn at its peak in
1961, C.H. (Icky) Albright, former
mayor and ex-state senator, asked
his companion, "Why don't we do
something to show off the beauty
of Glencairn Garden and the city
during mid-April?" He was talking
to Vernon Grant, then Chamber of
Commerce manager and nationally
known artist and idea man.
Shortly afterward the chamber
set up a festival-type observance for
the following spring. To accommodate crowds which were expected to overflow local hotels and
Top: The "Come-See-Me" board of governors includes (L. to R.) James F. Bowman,
Clint R. Carpenter Jr., John A . Gill, Max Holland, John G. Godbold Jr. and C.H. (Icky) motels, area families were urged to
Albright. Above: Winthrop College's Tillman Hall. Winthrop annually takes part in fes- invite friends and relatives to visit
tival activities. Left: "Parents' Day," with a Saturday open house, is among these events. in their homes.
April, 1969
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Although the beginning was at
hand and enthusiasm was rising, as
yet there was no suitable name for
the community-wide undertaking.
Grant by chance talked to a traveler
who had stopped at the chamber
office, and mentioned to him that
thusfar no one had coined a title
for the upcoming 1962 event. Later
that day Grant received a long distance call from his recent visitor.
"Call it Come-See-Me," the
stranger recommended over the
phone. The suggestion was adopted,
but no one remembers the name of
the man who phrased the term
Come-See-Me.
The first Come-See-Me was
staged April 13-15, 1962, with Icky
Albright as chairman and the Chamber of Commerce and city of Rock
Hill as joint sponsors. The Jaycees
participated in the activities by conducting the finals of their Miss
Rock Hill contest during the festi-

Above : An antique car show was held
during 1968 festivities. Below: Thousands
viewed Glencairn at its peak in 1968.

-Photo by Joel Nichols
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val, as they did for the next several
years.
Friday the 13th, the day of the
first Come-See-Me, proved lucky as
it commenced an annual celebration
which was to grow with the years.
Attractions that first year included: tours of Glencairn and private gardens as well as tours of industries, residential areas, Winthrop
College, schools and the city in
general; an Elks Club open house
and country club dance; a Saturday night extravaganza in Winthrop's Byrnes Auditorium starring
comedian Dave Gardner and the
Glenn Miller Orchestra-and featuring the crowning of Miss Rock Hill;
special recognition of visitors at
area churches; and a Rock Hill
Choral Society performance. 1i
Rock Hill contestants and Rainbow
Girls served as hostesses and posed
for photographs in Glencairn.
Weekend events that year attracted
about 35,000 out-of-town guests.
A parade of big-time performer
have appeared at the past six festivals: the Four Aces, Ted Weem
Band, Alan King, Frankie Fontaine,
and the Swinging Six; last year the
piano team of Ferrante and Teicher
initiated a week-long string of activities.
The local scope of participation
has been broadened each year to
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Pretty hostesses are on hand at Glencairn Garden during "Come-See-Me."

take in private home and garden
tours, art shows, aerial groups, hobbies and crafts, minerals and artifacts, museum open houses, Easter
pageants and plays, the Comeee-Me follies, the Elks Club Choir,
barbershop singers and many similar undertakings. One popular
event was an antique auto show
which drew 125 cars from distances
as far as 550 miles, each reaching
Rock Hill under its own power.
eighborhood parties, dances
and picnics are held throughout the
area, sometimes with streets roped
off in residential neighborhoods.
Come-See-Me gets underway
each year with the appearance of
"Glen the Frog." Originating from
the brush of Vernon Grant, creator
of a breakfast cereal's famous
gnomes, Snap, Crackle and Pop,
Glen is the central figure in posters,
brochures and mailing pieces.
Resplendent in green vest and
matching cravat, Glen struts in
front of the new city hall in his current billing.
The 1969 program, set forth by
Chairman John J. Godbold Jr.,
offers a full slate of events for the
weekend of April 11, 12 and 13.
Winthrop College will stage
"Parents' Day" with open house on
Saturday. A show at the airport on
Sunday will feature the United
April, 1969

See-Me features as writing assignments to augment publicity committee work. The word has spread
far and wide. Garden clubs come in
bus loads. And any good politician
had rather miss a roll call vote on a
red hot sectional issue than fail to
put in an appearance at ComeSee-Me.
The festival is rapidly gaining
recognition. Standing beside the
first fairway at the Master's Golf
Tournament in Augusta, Georgia,
Mayor David Lyle was introduced
by his companion to a passing
friend. A man standing nearby and
hearing the introduction advanced
and offered his hand.
States Army's sky divers, the
"Mayor Lyle, I'm from Colum"Golden Knights," from Fort bia," he said, "You folks are going
Bragg. A fly-in breakfast for Caro- to show off all those pretty flowers
lina aviators as well as an antique up in Rock Hill next week, aren't
auto show at the Rock Hill Mall are you?"
Another proof of the festival's
scheduled the same day.
Other events scheduled for the wide-spread acclaim is that regisbig weekend include a barber- tration in one home open to the
shoppers concert with nationally public during Come-See-Me showed
known championship quartets; an 27 states represented.
exhibition at Fewell Park of hobInaugurated as a chamber-citybies and crafts and Catawba min- sponsored project, the base of parerals and artifacts; and a display of ticipation became so wide it was
industrial products from area plants placed under a board of governors.
at York County Technical Edu- Currently serving are a chairman
cation Center. An art show and and co-chairman, a member named
open house at York County Chil- by the chairman, two immediate
dren's Nature Museum, with its past chairmen, and a representative
famed African room, is also each from the chamber and city.
Leaders have considered applying
scheduled.
Glencairn Garden, at its peak, for a patent on the festival's name.
will be open, as always, to the pub- Actually, it is patented already in
lic without admission. Visitors are the eyes of home folks. A houseinvited to bring cameras to photo- wife, who made her husband spend
graph the flowers and the pretty $300 to "fancy up" their place
hostesses, among whom will be Miss because a motorcade tour route was
South Carolina, York County's own to pass their home, got excited
Becky Lou Smith of Clover. In about unsightly conditions on her
addition, there will be other points street. She phoned City Hall and
of interest including tours of pri- warned the mayor's office, "And if
you don't do something about it
vate gardens.
As the annual promotion begins, right away, why, why I'm going to
reams of publicity go to the press tell Come-See-Me on you!"
far and near and radio tapes are
mailed out by the dozen. Winthrop
journalism classes take on Come- Harper Gault is from Rock Hill.
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SPRING
WILD FLOWERS
OF THE

LOW COUNTRY
By William C. Grimm

S

pring comes early in the South
Carolina Low Country, transforming its sandy pinelands,
bogs and cypress swamps into exquisite flower gardens. As early as
March bright yellow, club-like
spadices of the Golden-club
(Orontium aquaticum) are thrust
above the dark swamp waters.
Sometimes it is called the "neverw et," for its bluish-green, ovalshaped leaves exhibit a coppery or
silvery sheen if immersed, and rise
from the water perfectly dry. It is
March, too, when the first beautiful
blossoms of the Atamasco-lily or
Zephyr-lily (Zephyranthes
atamasco) appear in low wet places.
At first they are snowy-white; but
as they age, they turn pinkish .
Sometimes this handsome member
of the Amaryllis family is called the
Wild Easter-lily.
Sunbonnets (Chaptalia tomentosa) are among the first flowers to
appear in the pinelands. A grayishh airy little plant, it has longstalked, solitary heads of flowers
which are pale purple on the outside but white within. It is a
member of the Compositae family
and kin to the dandelions. March
also brings the first violets. The
Seven-lobed Violet (Viola septemloba) has rather large blue-violet
blossoms with a white center. The
Lance-leaf Violet ( Viola lan38

ceolata), which grows in wet places,
has long and very narrow leaves and
white flowers, the lower petals of
which are veined with purple.
Along roadsides one will often see
patches of Little Bluets (Houstonia
pusilla), a dainty plant a mere few
inches tall. Its four-petalled purplish
flowers have a deep yellow "eye."
April brings a host of other
flowers. Wild irises, of which we
have several species, begin to display their blossoms in wet locations. The Three-petalled Iris (Iris
tridentata) is unique; its three
petals are very small but the three
big violet-blue sepals are strikingly
handsome. In wet sandy places the
Tiny Bladderwort ( Utricularia
subulata) often produces small
golden blossoms in abundance.
They stand on hair-like stems a few
inches high on which there is not a
sign of a leaf. Before the end of
Mar ch the Orange Milkwort
(Polygala lutea) begins to display its
glowing orange clusters of flowers
in boggy places.
In wet pinelands and savannahs
one will frequently see what appear
to be starry white flowers. A closer
look will reveal that they are not
flowers at all but a cluster of
pointed bracts, or small leaves, surrounding the clusters of tiny true
flowers of the White-topped Sedge
(Dichromena latifolia). Also often

found in shallow pools is Savannah
Sneezeweed (Helenium uernale).
This is a fairly tall plant which
holds aloft solitary and showy
heads of bright yellow flowers. A
member of the Compositae family,
it is a relative of the sunflowers.
Lupines are to be found in dry
sandy places. They are members of
the Pea family, with flowers which
are pea-like but borne in upright
clusters. The Sundial Lupine
(Lupinus perennis) has deep blue or
violet-blue blossoms, and leaves
divided into a number of leaflets
which radiate like the spokes of a
wheel. Its name alludes to the fact
that its leaves tend to follow the
sun.
Our other two lupines are silkyhairy plants with one-piece leaf
blades. Sandhill Lupine (Lupinus
diffusus) has bright blue blossoms
with a white or cream-colored spot
on the upper petal or standard.
Lady Lupine (Lupinus uillosus) has
reddish or purplish flowers with a
very dark purple spot on the standard. Rabbit-bells (Crotalaria angulata), a member of the same family,
is a trailing plant. Its bright yellow
flowers are followed by inflated
pea-like pods within which the
seeds rattle when they ripen.
During May large white flowers
of the Spider-lily (Hymenocallis
crassifolia) often resemble patches
of snow in marshes and along tidewater streams. They are oddlooking flowers. Their six perianth
parts are long and narrow and a delicate membrane joins the bases of
the thread-like filaments of the six
stamens, giving the flower a spidery
appearance. The Ten-angled Pipewort (Eriocaulon decangulare) also
grows in wet places. It is often
called "hatpins," for its tiny
whitish flowers packed in a tight
button-like head atop a stiffly erect
stem, resemble the hatpins used
years ago by the ladies.
By May brilliant red flowers of
the Coral-bean (Erythrina herbacea)
begin to glow in the woods borders
and wayside thickets. This plant is
also called Cardinal-spear and
Cherokee-bean; and the color and
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shape of its blossoms suggest the
name Firecracker-plant. The
flowers are followed by bean-like
pods strongly constricted between
the shiny, brilliant scarlet seeds. In
Florida it grows to be a shrub or
even a small tree.
Our native orchids may bear
little resemblance to the blossoms
sold in florists' shops, but several
beautiful species grow in wet or
boggy places. One is the Grass-pink
(Calopogon pulchellus) with bright
pink to rose-purple flowers about
an inch across. The lip, which is
uppermost in the flower, is beautifully bearded with club-shaped
hairs which have yellow and
magenta tips. Another is the Rose
Pogonia (Pogonia ophioglossoides)
or Snake-mouth. It usually has a
solitary rose-purple, fragrant flower
atop a stem which bears a single
leaf.
Insectivorous, or insect-eating
plants always arouse interest; and
there are few, if any, places in the
world which have such a variety of
them as the bogs in the coastal
Carolinas. Here dwells the curious
Ven us' Flytrap (Dionaea muscipula) an oddity of the plant kingdom which is found nowhere else in
the world. Its leaves are perfectly
designed spring-traps, most effective in catching insects.
The pitcher-plants have hollow
leaves which are partly filled with
water. Insects which are lured to or
happen to fall into these lethal
wells drown, and enzymes secreted
by the leaves digest the softer parts
of their bodies. Trumpets (Sarracenia {lava) is our most conspicuous
plant in this family; its trumpetshaped leaves are sometimes three
feet tall and, in March or April, the
plant displays large lemon-yellow
flowers. The Hooded Pitcher-plant
(Sarracenia {lava) has yellow blossoms almost as large, and shorter
leaves liberally sprinkled with translucent spots on the upper part of
the leaf tube and back of its domelike hood. The Sweet Pitcher-plant
(Sarracenia rubra) has smaller
maroon flowers with a pleasant fragrance, and has slender trumpets
April, 1969

marked with purple. Our fourth
species, the Purple Pitcher-plant
(Sarracenia purpurea) with
purplish-red flowers, is the only one
in the family which actually has
pitcher-shaped leaves.
Sundews capture small insects by
using a fly-paper technique. These
are small plants with leaves in a
basal whorl. The upper surface of
the leaf blade is covered with
gland-tipped hairs which secrete
tiny droplets of a sticky fluid that
sparkles like dew in the sunlight,
hence the plant's name. The Dwarf
Sundew (Drosera brevifolia) is our
commonest species. Butterworts
also catch insects on their pale

green, sticky leaves. When an insect
is caught, the leaf rolls inward from
the edges. These plants get their
name from the fact that leaves of
the Old World species were often
used to curdle milk. The Blue Butterwort (Pinguicula caerulea)-with
slender-spurred, pale violet flowers
about an inch across-is our most
common species.
Thus, spring, with its blaze of
color in Low Country swamps,
woodlands and roadsides, is the favorite season of wild flower lovers.
Mr. Grimm, of Greenville, is author
of the book, "Recognizing Flowering
Wild Plants."

KEY TO WILD FLOWER PAINTING
ON THE OVERLEAF:

15. Hooded Pitcherplant (Sarracenia minor)
1. Ten-angled Pipewort (Eriocaulon decan16. Venus' Flytrap (Dionaea muscipula)
gulare)
2. White-topped Sedge (Dichromena latifolia) 17. Coral-bean (Erythrina herbacea)
18. Grass-pink (Calopogon pulchellus)
3. Golden-club (Orontium aquaticum)
19. Atamasco-lily (Zephyranthes atamasco)
4. Trumpets (Sarracenia flava)
20. Orange Milkwort (Polygala lutea)
5. Rose Pogonia (Pogonia Ophioglossoides)
21. Sun Bonnets (Chaptalia tomentosa)
6. Spider-lily (Hymenocallis crassifolia)
22. Seven-lobed Violet (Viola septemloba)
7. Dwarf Sundew (Drosera brevifolia)
23. Little Bluets (Houstonia pusilla)
8. Tiny Bladderwort (Utricularia subulata)
24. Blue Sandhill Lupine (Lupinus diffusus)
9. Purple Pitcherplant (Sarracenia purpurea)
25. Wild Lupine (Lupinus perennis)
10. Lance-leaf Violet (Viola lanceolata)
26. Eastern Prickly-pear (Opuntia compressa)
11. Blue Butterwort (Pinguicula caerulea)
27. Lady Lupine (Lupinus villosus)
12. Sweet Pitcherplant (Sarracenia rubra)
28. Rabbit Bells (Crotalaria angulata)
13. Three-petalled Iris (Iris tridentata)
14. Savannah Sneezeweed (Helenium vernale)

Twenty-eight species of wild flowers are depicted in the author's overleaf painting,
"Some Spring Wild Flowers of the South Carolina Coastal Plain."
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Greenville's
Biennial
Festival

ARTS
ALIVE
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he 1i ttle girl was four when
Greenville first invited her to an
arts festival in 1963. Immediately she was attracted to a portrait of
an ageless clown hanging in the bottom row of paintings, his nose a
papier mache bulge that rose triumphantly from an otherwise flat
canvas. At first, she only looked;
then she touched it with a finger. A
friendship was established between
a four-year-old and a clownbetween a four-year-old and art.

T

* *

By Alice Weber

- Photo by Joe F. Jordan

*

The thing the boy most remembered about the second arts festival,
the first one held at Cleveland Park,
was the afternoon he sat there
watching a potter turn one pot
after another-every kind of shape.
After a while, he decided he should
talk to the potter if he was going to
go on watching, so he said, "I like
that one," and with that they
became friends.

* * *

The wind blew cold around the
corner of the building in the park
on the last afternoon of the festival
held that year in the fall. The
psychologist, demonstrating his
knowledge of gems, was chilled;
and so was the children's mother.
But the children had forgotten temperature as well as time. "Is this
one a ruby?" "Does it really take a
diamond to cut diamonds?" "Will
this little stone shine in the dark?"
He told them everything they
wanted to know; and they helped
him put his materials in the car
when the day's activities were over.

* * *

Standing on the top riser, she
sang as if she were the only one
there, though she knew quite well
there were 18 other sopranos and a
full chorus of 76 on the stage. She
couldn't see the audience through
the lights of Textile Hall, but she
could feel the people liking what
they heard, even before the last
note faded and the applause began.

* * *

Ask four people, or 400, what
the Greenville Arts Festival means
to them, and you '11 receive as many
answers. Because, in any given year,
April, 1969

the festival brings together more
people, exhibits, events and ideas
than it's possible to remember or
sort out. And because most festival
visitors respond exactly as the statement of welcome in the first festival program suggested. That is to
say, they take what is offered
them-graphic arts, dramatics,
music, dance, literary efforts and
lectures-on their own terms, and
what they personally like is what
they tell you about.
All Greenville, however, will
agree that arts festival time, this
year April 23 to 27, is a time to
enjoy yourself, a time to grow in
understanding and a time to take
pride in what local amateurs and
professionals are achieving in the

various arts media. Even if all you
do is look, listen and get tired feet,
you know you 're enjoying something special-without spending a
penny.
You don't even need to knowthough it's nice to, in case you'd
like to thank them-that, more than
any other one group, the Greenville
Branch of the American Association of University Women has
been responsible for this profuse
outpouring of arts opportunities in
which so many groups of art enthusiasts have cooperated.
Known as a group who stir things
up, Greenville AAUW-ers were
reaching, in 1961, a point at which
they felt free to turn attention
from the welfare of Greenville's
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Right: Eleven Arts Festival v1s1tors look at
paintings, and one painting looks back. Below:
Queen Elizabeth II provided copies of England's
Crown Jewels for the 1967 festival. Far Below:
The Cafe de Los Artistas provides an area for
visitors to rest and eat as well as to hear and see
a variety of festival performances.

- Photos by Joe F. Jordan
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library to other community arts
needs. On Mrs. Holmes Frederick's
recommendation, information on
arts festivals in other cities was
gathered and, in April 1962, a letter
signed by Mrs. T.C. Stoudemayer,
president, and Mrs. R.N. Daniel Jr.,
president-elect, was mailed to a
cross-section of Greenville organizations involved in one way or
another in the nurture and encouragement of the arts.
The letter proposed joint action
"to stimulate appreciation and
familiarity of the general public
with various art media; to encourage the artist in his work; to
encourage cultural groups to improve in weaker areas of the arts;
and to broaden and deepen participation and appreciation." And it
reminded those to whom it was
addressed that increased appreciation of the arts could lead, very
probably, to greater support of the
arts than was then being experienced.
At two May meetings held in
response to the AAUW letter, and
at other meetings over the next 12
months, the Greenville Arts Festival
as it exists today came slowly into
being. Alester G. Furman III agreed
to be its first presiding officer and
Mrs. James H. Austin was named
Sand lapper

secretary. Mrs. Holmes Frederick
was chosen as executive director
and continued to hold that position
for three festival years, providing
valuable continuity in a time when
methods of working together were
being developed by trial and error.
Each Greenville Arts Festival represents both graphic and performing arts. Features that are rapidly
becoming traditional include a
"pops" concert by the Greenville
Symphony Orchestra, conducted
by Peter Rickett; an appearance by
the Greenville Civic Chorale; and
the sounding, at opening ceremonies and at the beginning of
major programs thereafter, of the
special "Festival Fanfare," written
by Frank Garlock of Bob Jones
University and performed by the
University Brass Choir.
Other activities include dramatic
presentations by several groups, the
salon lecture series by arts authorities in several fields, and demonstrations that enable the public to
see art works taking form in many
different media.
There are special oneperformance festival events, too;
events successfully undertaken in
spite of complications that would
deter the faint-hearted from making
even an attempt. The 1965 presenApril, 1969

tation of "Noye's Fludde," a Ben- 16-hand ensemble; selections from
jamin Britten operetta based on a three operas; folk songs and dances;
medieval miracle play, is a good two band concerts; and a vespers
program at Bob Jones University,
example.
Directed by Mrs. David L. to which shuttle bus transportation
Freeman, the operetta had a cast of was provided from Textile Hall.
20 adults and 80 children, all of
Dramatic presentations were
whom rehearsed day after day des- almost as varied. Included in 1967
pite their involvement with car- were a fully staged operetta sung
pools, football practice, music les- and acted by the Chattanooga Boys
sons and homework. It had a Choir, a Furman Theatre Guild preproduction crew of 20 and at least sentation of "Everyman," two pupthat many seamstresses and cos- pet plays, a program by the Comtume personnel. And it had an bined Thespian Troupe of Wade
orchestra of 90 musicians- Hampton and Greenville High
Greenville's Crescent Little Schools, a one-act play and a workSymphony augmented by members shop in interpretive dramatics.
of the senior symphony orchestra.
"Artists in Action," is a popular
Although threatening rain neces- aspect of every Greenville Arts Fessitated a last-minute shift to tival. In 1967, 70 artists, as well as
Furman University's McAlister pupils of both public school and
Auditorium, everyone arrived there Art Museum classes, provided the
with a minimum of confusion for festival's most ambitious schedule
an on-time performance before an of art demonstrations to dateoverflow crowd of several thou- demonstrations which included jewsand. "They were all probably re- elry making, rug hooking, weaving,
lated to someone in the cast," one clay sculpture, pottery, batik, silk
audience member laughingly sug- screen, block printing, portraiture,
gested, pinpointing, in doing so, a watercolors, pastels, oils and flower
strength of the festival.
arranging. With the member organGreenville's most recent fes- izations from whose ranks most arts
tival-it will be biennial from now activists are drawn increased from
on-was held in 1967. Attendance, 30 in 1967 to 34 for the 1969 fesby actual count made at the door tival, an even broader array of
of Textile Hall, where rain no talents can be expected.
longer is a problem, was 32,700.
* * *
These visitors, including many from
"It is now my pleasure to read to
beyond Greenville County, had a you from the text of House Bill No.
chance to view more than 10,000 1690," said Lt. Gov. John C. West.
His audience of nearly a thouseparate art works. Of these, 5,000
were the work of elementary school sand listened attentively over the
children, 1,500 were by high school stir of hundreds of others still arart students and the remainder were riving for the 1967 arts festival, not
by adult exhibitors. Among these yet 30 minutes old. The auditorium
were 26 painters, sculptors and in which they were seated was
photographers showing work by in- shimmeringly improvised from hunvitation; 11 organizations ranging dreds of yards of pink, orange and
from the Advertising Club of blue fabric, woven and dyed to
Greenville to the National League match festival colors by local texof American Penwomen; and a host tile mills.
Behind the audience, the foyer
of amateur artists, many of high
proficiency in their chosen media. had been transformed by the Parks,
Musical events in 1967 featured Re creation and Tourism Departthe Greenville Symphony; three ment into a garden of flowers and
choral organizations; organ, clas- shrubs circling a gazebo. To their
sical guitar, recorder, trombone right was a flower-filled cafe where
choir, vocal trio, string trio and refreshments could be enjoyed
handbell recitals; a 4-piano, while listening to strolling musi45

cians. And extending in both directions and into the mezzanine level
of the giant hall, 100,000 square
feet of exhibits awaited their
attention.
"Whereas the Arts Festival of
Greenville, when initiated in
1963, was the first of its kind
in the state .... "
That was right, it had been first,
and well worth the two years
of planning that preceded it-even
allowing for little things like an
off-key toy trombone that played
havoc with Haydn's "Symphony in
C;" and the community painting
created by 5,000 "artists" who
were allowed one stroke each. (The
painting had been interesting, all
right, but so exuberantly nonobjective that the mayor, to whom
it was presented, quickly gave it to
the Art Museum, and the Art
Museum stored it in the basement!)

I

I

' 'Whereas it brings together
arts groups working cooperative 1y toward a purposeful
goal, assembles arts of many
forms and media for the free
enjoyment of all people, and
presents unusual opportunities
for the public to participate in
arts experience .... "
That was right, too-especially
the reference to "free enjoyment."
The need for the festival to be free
of admission costs was evident from
the start. Fortunately, J.P. Stevens
& Co., Inc., which, in 1963, was observing its 150th anniversary, guaranteed a $2,000 budget that first
year. In doing so, Stevens set a
precedent-which has been followed ever since. As a result, 41
area businesses (including Stevens)
were providing the $10,000 required to underwrite out-of-pocket
costs for the festival just beginning.
Another assurance of free admission was the festival's reliance
upon volunteer service. Take the
outdoor stage for the second Greenville festival. It had to be sturdy
and storable, had to have dressing
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rooms and had to be properly
wired; but money, as usual, was in
short supply. Therefore, scaffolds
were lent by one company and
erected by another; labor was donated by a third company, and
paint by five local suppliers. Wiring
was installed by three electrical
firms and, while experts coped with
all those needs, enthusiastic nonexperts-no t to be outdonepainted both sides of 125 plywood
panels on which to display artwork.
"Therefore, be it resolved by
the House of Representatives
and the Senate concurring:
that the best wishes of the
General Assembly are hereby
extended for the fullest
measure of success of the
Fourth Annual Arts Festival
of Greenville, and that the citizens of Greenville whose efforts produced the Festival are
hereby congratulated and
commended."

It was a fine resolution, everyone
agreed. Best of all was the fact that
it had been introduced in the House
by the Hon. Carolyn Frederick-the
same Mrs. Holmes Frederick who
had helped shepherd all three preceding arts festivals to success
before moving on to serve her
county as the first woman member
A friendship was established between
a four-year-old and art.

elected to its delegation.
"Arts Alive," established as the
arts festival theme two years ago,
seemed to fit so well that it's being
held over for the 1969 arts festival
by President Andrew B. Marion, Directors Ann Sellers and Rose
Thackston, and those working with
them.
They include: Mrs. Ben Brockman, festival secretary; Mrs. C.
Thomas Wyche, Mrs. Edgar Norris,
Mrs. Richard Quinn and Mrs. John
Stone, steering committee members; Brown Mahon, finance; John
Dunson, production; James
Lawrence, architect; Mrs. John
Bidwell, creative writing; and Mrs.
Harry Dawes, director of the docents who will assist with school
visits, a new feature this year.
Also, Dan Knight, coordinator of
material and labor; Mrs. I. L.
Donkle, professional and amateur
exhibits; Mrs. John Shennan, creative artists group; Mrs. Phillips
Hungerford and Mrs. Avery Garrison, performing arts; Mrs Lehman
Moseley Jr., children's activities;
Mrs. Hugh Aiken Jr., children's exhibits; Mrs. Thomas MacFie, high
school exhibits; Mrs. Thomas
Mitchell and Mrs. James C. Parham,
cafe area design and performances;
Mrs. Herbert Kittridge, salon series;
Mrs. Walter Clark, guides and hostesses; and Mrs. Peter M. Vanderwerff, publicity.
"Sandlapper" readers are invited
to visit the Greenville Arts Festival
any time from April 23 through
April 27. They're urged also, by
those who have worked hardest on
the Greenville festivals (and who
thereby gained the most from their
involvement in them) to initiate
similar events of their own.
All it takes, we're told, is dedicated leaders, amateur and professional artists with contagious enthusiasm, financial support of local
businesses, the moral support of
everybody else, and somewhere to
stand, near the center of excitement, as the arts come alive in your
town.

Alice Weber is from Greenville.
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Something great going for
South Carolina.
Your savings and loan association and 74
others like it across the state are making saving more
desirable every year. Their total dividend
pay-off for 1968 was over $50 million, but
that's just part of the story. Your money
goes to work right here in South Carolina-building
hundreds of homes each year and boosting
development in businesses of every size.
While you're earning a high dividend rate,
along with other savers you're providing loan funds
that create major gains for South Carolina.
It pays to save with your savings and loan
association ... in more ways than one.

South Carolina Savings and Loan League
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THE PICTURESQUE
RUINS OF
OLD SHELDON CHURCH
By Charles E. Thomas
heldon Church, built sometime Parish of St. Helena, and Messrs.
between 1745, when Prince Stephen Bull, Joseph Izard, John
William's Parish was founded, Mulrain, Hugh Bryan and Jonathan
and 1757, when it was consecrated, Bryan were appointed commiswas probably the handsomest sioners. They were authorized to
church in South Carolina outside of receive benefactions and donations
Charleston. An early colonial mis- of land, not exceeding 500 acres;
sionary, Rev. Charles Woodmason, and the Rector was required to perwrote in 1766, "This is the second form Divine Service in the Chapel
best church in the Province, and by once in six weeks."
many considered a more beautiful
Prince William's Parish was sepbuilding than St. Philip's. It is more arated from St. Helena's and made
elegant than St. Michael's, and is a distinct parish, May 25, 17 4 7. Its
beautifully pewed and orna- bounds were defined to include
mented."
"the lands which are situated to the
The ruins of this ancient land· north of Coosaw River, as far up
mark are perhaps unique, at least in Coosaw River until it meets the
local history. For during the Revo- branch of Port Royal River, which
lutionary War this church was des- runs by Col. Barnwell's plantation
troyed and only the sturdy brick and Cochran's point, down the
walls left standing, when British mouth of that branch, and from
troops under the command of Gen. thence up Port Royal River to the
Augustine Prevost marched from head of that branch of it which is
Savannah to Charles Town in May called Coosawhatchie, and a north1799. The church was later rebuilt west line run from thence and to
within the same walls but was again the south and westward of
burned when Federal troops, under Combahee River."
Gen. William Tecumseh Sherman,
The parish derived its name from
marched from Savannah to Colum- Prince William, son of George II.
bia in February 1865. Its ruins to- Sheldon Church of Prince William's
day are as picturesque as its archi- Parish took its name from the neartecture was outstanding in its by Bull family seat, Sheldon. That
former splendor.
place in turn acquired its name
Dalcho, in his "Historical from the Bull family's ancestral
Account of the Episcopal Church in seat, Sheldon Hall in Warwickshire,
South Carolina," 1820, described England.
In 174 7, Mrs. Elizabeth Bellinger
plans for building a Chapel-of-Ease
of St. Helena's Church, Beaufort, (widow of the second Landgrave
the site of Sheldon Church: "An Edmund Bellinger), in the division
act was passed May 29, 1736, for of Tomotley Barony gave 50 acres
erecting a chapel for Divine Service to the Commissioners-in accordon the south side of Combahee ance with directions in the will of
River, near Hispah's Neck, in the her late husband-for the building
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of a church.
Tomotley Barony was one of
four baronies laid out by a patent
dated May 7, 1698, which authorized Capt. Edmund Bellinger as a
landgrave and entitled him to
48,000 acres of land. According to
the Fundamental Constitutions of
the colony, as promulgated by the
Lords Proprietors, a barony consisted of 12,000 acres. A landgrave
was entitled to hold four baronies
and there were as many landgraves
as counties.
So here in the 50 acres of former
Tomotley Barony lands-adjoining
Sheldon Plantation and Tomotley-was consecrated, in 1757,
Sheldon Church of Prince William's
Parish. Dalcho describes "an instance of the hospitality of Carolina," connected with Sheldon
Church at this time. He wrote,
"Stephen Bull, who lived in the
vicinity, usually invited as his
guests, on the Sabbath, the more
respectable part of the congregation
who attended divine service; while
his Overseer, by his direction, and
at his expense, liberally entertained
the rest. At that time, seldom less
than 60 or 70 carriages, of various
descriptions, were seen at the
Church on the Lord's day," Dr.
Dalcho's story concluded.
Over the portico of the church
was a life-size bronze statue of
Prince William of Cumberland. Just
within the front entrance was a
large font supported by bronze
lions-claws. It was said that all the
Negro slaves on Tomotley and Sheldon plantations were baptized at
49
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The colonnaded brick walls attest to the
former beauty of Old Sheldon Church.

this font, as were the white communicants of the parish. The Bull
coat of arms was built into the wall
of the church near the pew of Gov.
William Bull. When the first Lt.
Gov. William Bull died in 1755, his
body was buried beneath the
chancel of the church, where his
tomb can still be seen.
"Those were happy and prosperous times in Carolina," recalled
Bishop Albert S. Thomas in a sermon at the Sheldon ruins in 1952.
South Carolina was a favorite
province of the mother country and
the people were noted for their
loyalty to the King.
But this was not to last; soon
came the days of "taxation without
representation," and with them a
quick reversal of feeling. The
bronze statue of Prince William, significantly, was removed from the
portico of the church and lay for
years in an outhouse on Sheldon
Plantation. Continental troops were
drilled on the church green, their
arms being kept secretly stored in
Charles E. Thomas is a free-lance
writer from Greenville.
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the Bull family vault in the churchyard. The second Gov. William Bull,
however, refused to change his
allegiance and went to England
where he remained until he died.
The Revolution came. Gen.
Prevost and his British troops
burned this fine church in their
march against Charles Town. Prince
William's statue might have saved it
had the bronze figure remained
above the portico.
Sheldon's walls lay bare until
1815 when the first service was
held in its overgrown ruins. Dr.
LaBorde in his "History of South
Carolina College" described the
scene: "The building was in ruins;
the walls and columns of the portico alone were standing-sad monuments of the violence and lawlessness of those times. The forest had
resumed its sway, and the interior
was filled with a large growth of
trees, which had to be cut down by
one of the parishoners. Boards were
placed on the stumps for seats, and
with no covering but the clear blue
sky of a balmy spring day, the man
of God once more proclaimed to a
large and respectable audience the
glad tidings of salvation."
The planters of Prince William's,
largely descendants of the original
builders and former members of the
parish, were again prosperous, and
plans were made in following years
for the rebuilding of the old church
within its original walls. Finally, in
1826, Bishop Nathaniel Bowen consecrated the second Sheldon
Church of Prince William's Parish.
Though not so " sumptuous as the
first , wealth was not so great,"
Bishop Thomas stated in his " Historical Account of the Episcopal
Church in South Carolina." However, he described the church as "a
grand place to worship."
At the time of the restoration in
1827, the wardens of the parish received a letter from an elderly
English lady living in nearby Beaufort. She wrote that she had in her
possession a package which was left
with her for safekeeping by an
English officer during the Revolution which she desired to restore

to the church, it never having been
called for. The package, when
turned over to the church wardens,
was found to contain the handsome
Communion silver of Prince
William's Parish, wrapped in a
clergyman's black silk gown. This
silver-consisting of two chalices
given by Evens Palmer and a baptismal bowl given by Mrs. James
Gregorie and Mrs. James McPherson
in 1753, and an alms plate, flagon,
chalice and paten given by Lt. Gov.
Bull in 1756-is still in the possession of the church at Sheldon
Chapel in McPhersonville.
The official South Carolina report on the "Destruction of
Churches and Church Property,"
after the War Between the States,
described Sheldon's second burning: "All that was combustible was
consumed ... , its massive walls
survive the last as they did the former conflagration." Bishop Thomas
wrote, "Exactly as it happened a
hundred years before in 1779,
when General Prevost, marching
from Savannah into South Carolina
burned the Church, so now in
February 1865, General Sherman
marching from Georgia into South
Carolina, burned it the second
time."
Even in modern times Old
Sheldon Church commands respect,
for annual services are held in the
ancient ruins the second Sunday
after Easter (this year on April 20),
under the auspices of St. Helena's
Parish in nearby Beaufort.
The ruins of Old Sheldon Church
are located just off U.S. 21 and 17,
midway between Charleston and
Savannah, about 17 miles north of
Beaufort. A marker on the mainhighway about a half mile west of
Gardens Corner indicates the turn
off.
An unknown visitor epitomized
the ruins of Sheldon Church years
ago when he wrote, "There is no
ecclesiastical shrine or ruin in all
Europe, more appealing for its early
history, its late tragedies and its
peerless architecture, its yard with
its marble sarcophagi and its
festooned live oaks."
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Jouth earolina
A Synoptic History For Laymen
By LEWIS P. JONES

CHAPTER 4
Secession I: Enter the Crown
ca. 1711-1730

I

n 1719, South Carolina seceded
for the first time. (In some
respects, about 1850 to 1851, it
appeared to have been habitforming.) On this occasion, the
revolt was against the Proprietors of
the colony, and behind it lay a
stormy story of troubles with both
Indians and pirates-troubles which
proved to be the final straw that
broke the proverbial camel's back,
because the Proprietors had seemed
neither to be very helpful nor, in
the eyes of the colonists, even very
interested in Carolina problems.
In 1 712 and 1 713, two expeditions went from South Carolina
to the area around New Bern,
North Carolina, where settlers had
undergone the worst Indian massacre in the history of the Caro1in as, with over 200 colonists
slaughtered by the Tuscaroras. Col.
John Barnwell, a remarkable figure
and Indian fighter-a Daniel
Boone -type-led the first expedition and Col. James Moore Jr.,
the second, with forces largely
made up of Indian auxiliaries. After
their defeat, the surviving Tuscaroras migrated northward to join
their relatives in the Iroquois confederacy, and the South Carolinians returned home where 4,000 pounds
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sterling in new bills of credit had
been printed to pay for the Tuscarora expeditions. Barnwell boasted that his march "to the immortal
Glory of South Carolina has struck
the Dominion of Virginia with
Amazement and Wonder."
The next conflict-the Yemassee
War of 1 715, made famous by
William Gilmore Simms-was unlike
most English colonial wars in that it
did not basically stem from white
settlements impinging on Indian
lands. Nor did the Spanish and
French incite this one. According
to a recent scholar, the "sole cause"
was South Carolina's continuing
failure to regulate properly the
Indian traders who were "notoriously infamous for their wicked
and evil actions," and who thereby
spurred the Indians to rebel in
bitter resentment because the 1707
efforts of the Assembly to supervise
the trade fairly had proved to be
inadequate. Debates in the
Commons House show that nefarious practices were well known and
often censured: traders' beating
Indian wives, forcing natives to
carry heavy loads of skins to
Charles Town, enslaving even

This article is part three of a series
which will continue for an indefinite period of time. Dr. Lewis P.
Jones is chairman of the History
Department at Wofford College.

friendly Indians. The results of the
collision were to be far-reaching.
Coming from Georgia, the
Yemassees had moved into South
Carolina west of modern Beaufort
in the 1680s. Remnants of several
tribes, the Yemassees had 10
towns-five along the Altamaha in
what was to be Georgia and five in
the Pocotaligo area in South Carolina. After helping the Carolinians
in their attack on St. Augustine in
1702, they were considerably pampered and were encouraged to
p 1under Spanish areas to their
hearts' content.
With the establishment of St.
Helena Parish (Beaufort area) in
1712 and rumors of new English
towns to be launched at Beaufort
and Port Royal, the Yemassees
became restless. In addition, there
were the constant charges against
the Indian traders: petty thievery,
use of rum in trading, dishonest
weights, debauchery, and-above
all-fraud and coercion. Officially,
these dealings were a licensed trade;
in practice, many traders failed to
obtain licenses or to adhere to instructions and policies of the Indian
Commissioners.
The war began in spontaneous
combustion with an attack on
Pocotaligo in which only two
English settlers escaped and about
90 were massacred. One of the
victims was the admirable Thomas
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Nairne, long a spokesman for
decency in dealing with Indians,
now to die by slow torture at their
hands.
The explosion may have been set
off by the Creeks, the dominant
Indian group stretching westward
from the Savannah. In any case, the
attack in the Port Royal area was a
signal for a massive uprising among
other Southern Indians (Actually,
the name of the war is misleading
since so many non-Yemassees were
involved.) So powerful was the explosion that most English settlers
fled to the dubious safety of
Charles Town.
Although the Yemassees were
subdued by the militia by the fall
of 1715, the Creeks, who were far
more numerous, remained on the
warpath. The situation of the South
Carolina colony was desperate, with
survival by no means certain. Complete ruin was staved off by the
heroic efforts of Gov. Charles
Craven. After declaring martial law,
he impressed men and property,
began busily building fortifications,
and opened Charles Town wide to
the settlers and planter folk scurrying thither.
At the time there were only
1,500 settlers to bear arms. In the
emergency, friendly Indians were
recruited and given liberty to scalp
for pay. Negro slaves were frantically armed and organized into
battalions. North Carolina responded to a call for help, Massachusetts declined. Virginia sent
supplies and promised to send 300
men-but with the stipulation that
South Carolina send Negro women
slaves in exchange. The Virginians
drove a hard bargain and later complained mightily when South Carolina defaulted on payments. Accusations were made that Virginia
traders gleefully saw the war as a
welcome tragedy which would
enable them to win the Indian trade
away from Carolina. Gov. Spotswood .of Virginia, however, warned
Northern colonies and the mother
country that "heathen victory"
would only strengthen France and
Spain, and that if all did not join to
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stand firm in South Carolina, the
whole Indian world would break
forth. He seems to have been giving
an early-day summary of "antiIndianism" and to have been an
early advocate of a "containment
policy" and exponent of the
"domino theory."
The tide of war finally turned as
a result of successful diplomacy.
Gov. Craven knew that the
Cherokees-centered in northwestern South Carolina and on
across the mountains-were ancient
enemies of the Creeks, who had
helped hatch the great rebellion.
The Cherokees had about 3,000
warriors and a total population of
over 10,000. After delicate negotiations and promises of 500
pounds sterling, the Cherokees
agreed to help the Carolinians-but
then when time for action came,
they "stood up" Gov. Craven's
force with which they had agreed
to rendezvous.
After this disappointment, Col.
Maurice Moore and 300 men
stormed into the Cherokee country
in a show of force. The colonel
learned that the Cherokees were
divided (into "hawks" and "doves,"
apparently), but he did not know
that a few hundred Creeks had also
arrived at the same time that he had
and were also seeking a CreekCherokee alliance that could spring
a massive ambush and massacre the
English "show-the-flag" expedition.
In this cloak-and-dagger atmosphere, pro-English Cherokees killed
the conniving Creek leaders, thereby stirring up a hornets' nest which
could only push the Cherokees into
the English arms-and alliance. The
Creeks fled. The tide had begun to
turn. Gradually, the Creeks began
moving back closer to the French,
and the Yemassees betook themselves to Florida.
In the absence of a formal peace
settlement, the Assembly proceeded about 171 7 to build four
key forts: Fort Moore (near
modern Augusta); Congaree Fort
( near the juncture of Congaree
Creek and Congaree River);
Palachacolas Fort, on the Savannah;

and Beaufort Fort, on Port Royal
Sound.
With the end of hostilities by
1718, the war results were numerous: much of the English frontier
had been evacuated and depopu1a ted; debts had increased; the
colony had gotten a reputation as
being a dangerous place just when
immigration had been rising; and
concern about neighboring Indians
was destined to persist. Friction
also continued with Virginia, which
claimed it had saved South Carolina, a view scornfully rejected by
the Carolinians, who alleged that
the Virginians who did come to
help were a sickly lot who never
saw action. In turn, South Carolina
never sent to Virginia the slave
women promised, claiming that
their Negro mates would have revolted in grief and annoyance if
their wives had been exported, even
though they would have been working for the first families of the Old
Dominion.
The Yemassee War of 1715 to
1 718 sealed the fate of the Proprietors, South Carolina's "founding fathers." During the Indian
threat, pleas to the Proprietors for
assistance had met with pitiful
responses and feeble results.
Annoyed before by Proprietary
unconcern that had hardly been
"salutary neglect," the colonists
had never been thoroughly
estranged. The current Proprietors,
who were not the originals who had
dealt with Charles II, still saw their
grant only as an opportunity or an
investment. The colonists could
accept that, but not the Proprietors' unwillingness to share in
the risks and dangers, or their
failure to "spend something in
order to make something." Also in
the eyes of British royal officialdom, they were likewise discredited; obviously South Carolina
was too important a post on the
imperial periphery, facing both the
Spanish and French, to be left in
such inept and weak hands during
the colonial rivalry that was a major
historical issue throughout the 18th
century.
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Mulberry Castle, a Jacobean-style residence located in Moncks Corner, was constructed in 1714. The home was a fortified
stronghold during the Yemassee War.

Not only had the Proprietors
been too unconcerned about the
Y emassees, but they had also preferred to look elsewhere when the
pirates presented a threat around
1716 to 1 718. By then, the very
existence of the colony depended
on safe transport. Actually piracy
was an old story on the Carolina
coast, going back long before 1670.
After Queen Anne's War
(1702-1714), pirates again infested
the Caribbean, operating from the
island of Providence ( off the coast
of Nicaragua), but after English
authorities broke up that base,
many sought new hiding places in
Carolina.
One party of pirates was captured and hanged July 3, 1717. The
next year, "Black beard," or
Edward Teach, appeared with four
vessels off Charles Town and soon
April, 1969

seized a number of ships. This
villain, who curled his lengthy black
beard, was reputed to have added
to his melodramatic reputation by
burning brimstone on deck to overawe the crew. He also was reputed
to have had a total of 14 wives-a
statistic that perhaps inspired the
brimstone. His most famous exploit
involved the capture of a Charles
Town ship that had aboard some of
the most prominent men of the
colony, including a member of the
Council, who, after several tense
days, were ransomed upon payment
of a supply of drugs from the town
and a large cash payment from the
prisoners. Blackbeard met his end
off the coast of North Carolina in a
battle with an expedition sent
against him from Virginia.
During the autumn of 1718
when heavy rice exports were leav-

ing Charles Town, pirates again
descended. Aroused by the plundering of one Charles Vane, William
Rhett offered to lead an expedition
from South Carolina and soon
found himself pursuing even bigger
pirate game: Stede Bonnet.
This Bonnet was a unique freebooter. For one thing, he was no
sailor-and his ignorance of the sea
nearly led his crew to mutiny. An
honored citizen of Barbados and a
former British major, he was educated and wealthy, but perhaps he
had a mind disordered by "some
discomforts he found in a married
state." At one time he had been an
accomplice of Teach (Blackbeard),
had operated from the Caribbean to
New England, and now, in 1718,
was finally to be tracked down in
the Cape Fear River by Rhett.
Entering the river, Rhett's two
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vessels ingloriously ran aground.
The next morning, Bonnet stormed
downriver and just as ingloriously
ran aground-so that the battle
began with all three vessels resting
on sandbars and flailing away at
one another. Victory would go to
the first one afloat, and this honor
went to Rhett's vessel. The Carolinians finally returned to Charles
Town with two prizes and 36
prisoners. After an exciting trial
(during which Bonnet temporarily
escaped), all but four of the buccaneers were convicted and hanged.
Bold and brave heretofore, Bonnet
was said to have broken down upon
sight of the gallows.
During the trial another pirate
spree developed, only to be subdued by another expedition under
Gov. Robert Johnson, which ended
with 19 more hangings.
The English government was by
now actively engaged in pirate pursuit and suppression, but the Proprietors suffered serious loss of face
because of this apparent disinterest
and lack of concern. Their colony
finally boiled over in a sequence of
events which could be labeled as
either a coup d'etat or act of
secession-as well as a bloodless
revolution.
A detailed account would be
impractical here, but long-standing
grievances were boldly recited by
the restless settlers: the Fundamental Constitutions, the failure to
solve the Indian trade problems, the
failure to provide adequate defenses
( especially in the Yemassee War),
the quit rents, the winking at
bigotry and intolerance, maladministration, and venal appointments. Actually the Proprietors had
long since lost interest in South
Carolina and paid little attention to
events here. The original proprietors were all dead and their
successors no longer held high hope
of great gain from their carolina
property.
Popular disgust reached new
heights after 1716, with many colonists agreeing with Dr. Francis
LeJau, S. P. G. missionary, that
"Our Wisest Men wish Earnestly
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this Country were in His Majesty's
Hands, who is best able to Defend
us." In 1 71 7, the Proprietors directed their governor, Robert
Johnson-son of Sir Nathaniel
Johnson, but a much more respected and wiser man-to change
these proprietary land policies that
tended to raise land prices, tighten
quit rents and restrict grants to 200
acres. This was soon followed by a
collision with the Commons over
their prerogatives involving appointment of certain local officials. The
old problem of the best solution for
the Indian trade added fuel to the
fire.
In 1718 the Proprietors launched
an attack on some of the most
popular laws of the colony: They
disallowed the import duty on
British goods, the Indian trade law
of 1716, and an act of 1707 which
had established the Commons' right
to nominate the public receiver.
They then vetoed a new election
law which had been designed to
reduce the influence of two of the
Proprietors' favorites. This was
followed by an order to the governor to work for the immediate
retirement of all bills of credit
(paper money printed here, really
I.O.U.s) and to issue no more land
grants without their specific
consent.
Limiting import duties and paper
currency would only strangle
colonial finance, or else force
exorbitantly high property taxes.
Adding to this commotion was Proprietary reorganization of the
Council and disallowance of new
local legislation-all in the midst of
pirate threats and rumors of a
Spanish attack.
Dec. 10, 1719, the Commons
House of Assembly changed its
status, chameleon-like, and became
thereupon "a Convention, delegated by the People, to prevent the
utter Ruin of this Government, if
not the Loss of the Province, until
His Majesty's Pleasure be known."
With the die thus cast for royal government to replace Proprietorship,
the rebellious aristocrats first
offered the governorship to the Pro-

prietors' appointee, Gov. Robert
Johnson; after his refusal, they
turned to James Moore Jr. (son of a
former governor, 1700 to 1703) as
provisional governor, and requested
the Board of Trade to take over the
colony in behalf of the Crown.
The revolution-not against
tyranny but "against neglect and
maladministration"-put the Board
of Trade in London on the spot.
Knowing that the strategically located colony needed stronger administration, they nevertheless disliked having to countenance or to
seem to countenance or endorse
rebellion and revolution. The board
managed eventually to exemplify
British "muddling through" at its
best, successfully appeasing the Proprietors (by buying them out in
1729 after the dust had settled),
gratifying the colony, and finally,
in due season, sending over a royal
governor. Here lies British genius.
The royal government that lasted
until the American Revolution was
not markedly different, and most
precedents for it had already been
established. In this government, the
Commons House of Assembly
gradually increased its importance
and role. Suffrage went to free
whites who professed Christianity
and owned at least 50 acres of land,
or paid 20 shillings tax. To serve in
Commons, a man had to own 500
acres and 10 slaves, or have 1,000
pounds sterling in real estate. The
Council, appointed by the Crown,
usually consisted of about 12 men,
at first leading local merchants and
planters. It wore several hats: as an
upper house, as the council or
cabinet for the governor, and also
as Court of Probate and Court of
Chancery. By charter, the Council
enjoyed equality with the
Commons House, but in practice
the Commons successfully asserted
their superiority. By the mid-17 50s,
the Council had undergone a definite decline in influence and
power.
The Proprietors had sometimes
appointed natives as governors,
some of whom proved to be
notably bad. The Crown sent its
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governors over from England, and
most were men of character and
ability, many being already identified with the colony. They had considerable power, even in the face of
the growing role of the Commons
House.
Particularly significant was the
position of lieutenant governor: a
South Carolinian who served in the
absence of governors. Since there
were often long interims when no
governor was present in person, this
prestigious position was considerably more important than the title
implies and carried a great deal of
respect. Some would say that the
most distinguished colonial citizen
of Carolina was William Bull, who
served as lieutenant governor and
acting governor on a number of
occasions and, in effect, governed
the colony a good many years.
The first royal governor appointed was Britain's most experienced colonial administrator-Sir Francis Nicholson, here from
1721 to 1725 after serving in New
York, Virginia, Nova Scotia and
Maryland. A conscientious man
who sought to know his job in
every place to which he was assigned, he labored to advance the
causes closest to his heart: the
Anglican Church and education.
Sincere and able, he was always
hurt by his blind devotion to the
Church of England, his bitter personal quarrels and his high temper.
A bachelor, he unsuccessfully
courted a girl in Virginia. When she
jilted him, His Excellency threatened that if she should ever marry
another, he would cut the throats
of the bridegroom, the officiating
minister and the justice of the
peace who issued the license. His
usefulness was limited by his terrible temper; an Indian who once
saw him in a fit of rage remarked
that he believed he had been "born
drunk." At his death, he left his
estate to an agency he had fervently
supported- the Society for the
Propagation of the Gospel in
Foreign Parts.
Under the new royal government, colonists felt that they had
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two problems: economic and military. In 1721, the population was
still only 19,600, of whom only
6,800 were white. Most lived very
close to the coast. The large and
growing exports of rice, tar and
pitch, and deerskins seemed to indicate prosperity. But the English
mercantilistic laws compelled all
the rice to go to England-which
did not want it as much as did Portugal and Spain. The naval stores
industry also depended strictly on
government bounty (or subsidies),
and Parliament was threatening to
remove this boon.
The military problem existed
because of a huge frontier, and particularly the large horde of Creeks.
These tribesmen were shrewd practitioners of balance-of-power
politics, playing the Spanish,
French and English against one
another. With French construction
of Ft. Toulouse on the Alabama
River, many of the Creek towns
were under French influence. In
addition, the South Carolina alliance with the Cherokees automatically antagonized the Creeks.
Key figure in the 1720s in trying
to establish a sound basis for
English-Indian relations was the
very colorful and able John Barnwell. An Irishman who had arrived
here in 1701, Barnwell held a
number of positions in the colonial
government. After his crucial role
in the Indian war of 1711 and
1712, he was known as "Tuscarora
Jack." He also participated in the
Yemassee War. As South Carolina
agent in London in 1720 (a
position not unlike that of ambassador, or lobbyist), he was consulted about the new royal government then being established and
recommended: first, a ring of outlying forts to stretch from the
mouth of the Altamaha River to
the Tennessee River in the Cherokee country; and second, a group
of townships to be established with
new European or English settlers
out on the frontier. Something of
the latter came later and was to be
a major factor in South Carolina
history-an organized frontier

movement. As for the forts, although the Board of Trade approved the idea, the Privy Council
authorized construction of only
one, built under Barnwell's supervision, at the mouth of the Altamaha (in present-day GeorgiaJ.
Unable to get skilled artisans,
Tuscarora Jack had only 26 inexperienced men and a few scouts.
When he left them, they became
promptly besotted with rum. When
he returned, he had the task of
keeping his crew sober long enough
to explore the area and wade waistdeep in swamps to cut the cypress
timber. Its name, Ft. King George,
was the only mark of dignity for
the hapless blockhouse completed
in 1721. Planted on land long
claimed by Spain, its unhealthy
1ocale provided the worst duty
imaginable for what Barnwell called
"a hundred invalids," the first regular British troops ever assigned to
South Carolina. This force was
withdrawn to Port Royal in 1727.
In the 1 720s the old problem of
regulating Indian trade was finally
resolved successfully. A resume is in
order. In 1707, traders had begun
operating under government supervision: well intended, the plan had
not succeeded. In 1716, a new law
ended the private trading and
created a government monopoly
over the trade to be conducted by
agents ( or factors) sent to the tribes
to do all trading at established
posts, or "factories." In 1719, a new
system-part private, part publicwas tried. Finally, in 1725, Gov.
Nicholson and the Assembly
worked out a solution much like
that which had been tried first in
1707.
The business returned to private
traders who were supervised by a
single Indian commissioner (the
first being George Chicken), a very
important official who traveled
much and also appointed special
agents who lived with the Indian
tribes and saw that traders adhered
to the government code or guidelines. The system lasted throughout
the colonial period, and South
Carolina dominated this tremen55

dous business in this large corner of
the empire-a business which saw
hundreds of thousands of deerskins
leaving the area. Licenses and instructions were issued at Charles
Town; agents gave bond for good
behavior; no trouble-causing credit
was extended to the Indians; and
trade was restricted to certain
towns.
The term "Indian trader" encompassed two quite different kinds of
operators. One, the "principal
trader," was often a man of education and standing attracted to the
trade by love of adventure and
hope of fortune- or driven to the
woods for fear of imprisonment for
debt , perhaps. Such an entrepreneur made his arrangements in
Charles Town, hired pack horses,
and maintained several trading
posts where he swapped merchandise to the Indians for skins
and hides.
This term "Indian trader" also
applied to the pack houseman. Illiterate and irresponsible, many of
these were considered outcasts and
often were fugitives from justice.
As a class, they were generally lacking in decency and morality. Although they were objects of scorn
to the more genteel colonists, they
were nevertheless men of skill and
courage-and also very important to
the economy of the colony.
Although the Spanish were
annoying on the frontiers in the
Indian country, the real threat
came from the French, rooted in
the Mississippi Valley where they
had founded New Orleans in 1718
and where they sought to maintain
a "containment policy" toward the
English, using the Creeks as their
containment tools. The Englishthat is, the South Carolinians-still
sought to stay friendly with both
Cherokees and Creeks. The latter
were promised that English settlements would not go west of the
Savannah. If the Carolinians had
had to pick, however, they would
have preferred the nearer Cherokees
over the more dangerous Creeks; if
they could be so astute, though,
they would have preferred to be
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allied with both, but not disposed
to fret if their allies warred with
each other, thereby weakening and
debilitating both potential dangers
simultaneously. It was a shrewd
game, but-as Dr. D. D. Wallace put
it in one of his many flashes of brilliant insight and value judgments-it
was a policy as barren in diplomacy
as in morals.
In 1727, with better trade policies and controls in effect, a large
gathering of chiefs was held in
Charles Town with much smoking
of peace pipes-a summit conference that was designed to avert
any repetition of the 1 715
Yemassee tragedy. Col. Charlesworth Glover then made a diplomatic swing around the Creek circuit, spending a year convincing
them that they could get precious
little merchandise from the Spanish
(for whom they had contempt) or
even from the French (whose
bluster they resented). There perhaps was wisdom in his daring advice not to send troops to impress
the Creeks, for "it is trade that
must govern these people." South
Carolina seemed finally to be establishing harmony with the Creeks to
the west and southwest.
Meanwhile, in the late 1 720s, the
Cherokees now threatened to get
off the English reservation and
yield to pressures of the French.
The day was saved for the English
by fortuitous events which involved
an intriguing spirit who was either a
genius or crackpot (or maybe
both): Sir Alexander Cuming.
One can wonder what modern
communications media could do
with the exploits of this Scottish
baronet who dabbled in alchemy,
spent 30 years in prison for debt
and constantly generated grandiose
schemes. (One, for example, envisioned paying off the English debt
by settling 30,000 Jewish families
in the Cherokee Mountains.) During
1729 and 1730, this Member of the
Royal Society visited South Carolina on a purely unofficial trip. Before returning home, he decided to
make an excursion into the back
country. As far as the Congarees, he

was led by Indian Commissioner
George Chicken and a surveyor, but
they were too slow for him and the
intrepid baronet soon hurried on
out to Keowee, "capital town" of
the Cherokees in the northwestern
part of present South Carolina ( on
the border of modern Pickens and
Oconee counties). Apparently the
amateur scientist planned to gather
minerals and herbs-"the natural
curiosities."
Suddenly his odyssey became
diplomatic and political. Learning
of deteriorating English-Cherokee
relations and rumors of French intrigue, along with disaffection
among the all-important Cherokees,
Sir Alexander appeared dramatically, fully armed, among the
Indians gathered in the Town
House at Keowee-a gross breach of
Indian decorum and protocol. Determined to overwhelm the Indians
single-handedly and restore loyalty
to their Charles Town alliance, the
colorful Cuming must have been as
eloquent as persuasive; when he
ended his oration, the natives were
on bended knees and drinking to
the health of George II. The most
violent thunderstorm in the memory of living Cherokees seemed to
underscore divine concern in the
diplomacy and goal of the Scottish
baronet. The hypnotized Indians
presented him with a crown (a
yellow possum's hair wig), eagle
tails, a few scalps and some symbols
of friendship. This stem-winding,
emotional evangelist then moved
off to other Cherokee towns, arranged a general council of the
three divisions of the Cherokees
and so managed and manipulated
affairs that one chief was crowned
"emperor." Not surprisingly, the
new potentate might be ranked as
Anglophile.
The diplomatic coup could have
ended there-but not for a man like
Sir Alexander. As he headed back
to Charles Town (presumably wearing his crown of the yellow possum), he went not alone but in the
company of two chiefs and five
warriors- off to see George II to
whom they found themselves now
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so devoted. Eighteenth-century
English society rolled out the red
carpet for their exotic guests, who
proved to be quite the hit of the
social season, being wined and
dined in London as well as presented at court.
The itinerant diplomats did well
for themselves. The English told
them that they could live where
they pleased and that white men
were not to live or plant near their
towns. The Indians in turn agreed
to reject non-English whites who
came into their area; if they recaptured runaway slaves, they were
to be rewarded; and the Cherokees
agreed to trade only with the
English. Only one flaw marred the
journey and the sweeping settlement. The Board of Trade declined
to confirm Cuming's powers as
overlord or viceroy, which the
Cherokees had previously granted.
Before sailing for home, the

seven Indians gave a dignified reply
to their hosts in quite diplomatic
language. In it they noted respect
for their English "brothers," indicating that they thought of themselves basically as allies and certainly not as underlings or satellites.
They gave no indication that they
thought control of any of their
lands had been changed. For 20
years they were thus to be peacefully associated with his Royal Brittanie Majesty, whom seven of their
number had seen in the flesh.
As for Sir Alexander, the later
career of the self-proclaimed "King
of the Cherokees" was to be miserable, much of it with him "confined as a debtor to the limits of
the Fleet." He died, a poor brother
of Charterhouse in 1775. But he
had created conditions in which the
colony was able to prosper, expand
and spread considerably in the
1730 to 1760 era.
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Carolina Under the Proprietary Government, 1670-1719" (1897), pp. 568-623
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There are a tremendous number of
other quite readable and useful items
dealing with this material, including some
contemporary observations and travelers'
accounts.

In 1730 Sir Alexander Cuming returned to London and presented two Cherokee chiefs and five warriors to George 11.
- Photo courtesy South Caroliniana Library
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Important Books on Education
In South Carolina
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CARO·
LIN A: A history of the university in
two volumes.
By Daniel Walker Hollis $5.95 per vol.
Vol. I: South Carolina College,
1801-1865
The chief principle in the organization of South Carolina College was
the training of youth for statesman·
ship . When founded in 1801, the institution was the first entirely statesupported university in the United
States.
Vol. II: College to University,
1865-1956
This is a vigorous and faithful ac·
count of the interaction between the
le g islators and educators of South
Carolina and, broadly interpreted, an
index to South Carolina during these
years.
These volumes may be purchased
separately or for $10 .00 per set.
A GALLANT JOURNEY: Mr. Swearingen and His Family.
$4.50
By Mary Hough Swearingen
This book is, in the main, the per·
sonal biography of the totally blind
South Carolina State Superintendent
of Education (1908-1922), John
Swearingen, written by his widow.
It is a history of South Carolina at a
significant time of slow recovery , ad·
justment, and planning for a better
future.
LOYALTY TO FACTS: The Educational Writings of Patterson Wardlaw
Edited by Orin F. Crow
$3.00
Few men have influenced the educational development of their state
and region more profoundly than did
Patterson Wardlaw, who was for nearly
half a century directing head of the
Department and the School of Education at the University of South Caro·
Jina. His philosophy of education was
founded on the firm belief that "the
function of education is to lead to a
life of loyalty to facts ."
Available at the R.L . Bryan
Company, Gittman's on Devine, and
White's Book Department (Richland
Mall), in Columbia; Legerton and
Company and The Book Basement in
Charleston; and all better bookstores.
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CAROLINA QUEST. By Richard
M. Saunders. Wood engravings by
Sylvia Hahn. University of South
Carolina Press. $3.50.
In recent years bird watching has
been gaining in popularity, especially in the South, where the
climate allows us to spend more
time in outside activities. This book
is the record of a month's trip to
South Carolina made by Richard M.
Saunders and Thomas Murray of
Toronto, Canada, in quest of birds.
They saw and heard so many interesting things both of birds and men
that it seemed worthwhile to them
to make a report of the trip for
other bird enthusiasts and travelers.
"Carolina Quest" is that report.
Richard Saunders' vivid descriptions of the birds (which were for
him and his companion an almost
entirely new group) and their habitats, make us want to move right
into the fields with him and
Murray. The thrill a birdman feels
upon finding a new bird is revealed
in the following paragraph:
"The woods became more
tangled with underbrush as we followed the inlet. A rich crop of
briars hanging low with large blackberries delayed us for we couldn't
pass them by in spite of possible
snakes such spots might harbor.
Abruptly, from such a briar-patch
close beside us, came a loud, rollicking song. Entirely new to us, it
held us enthralled for the sake of its
own music as well as its announcement of a new bird to find. Ringing
through the woods it seemed to
dominate all; even the busy gnatcatchers appeared to stop for a
moment to listen. We waited for
the singer to appear but he refused.
We searched the patch with our
glasses with no result. We walked
back and forth in the brush trying
to raise the bird, but only succeeded in hearing him sing from

some part where we were not. We
stopped to consider further plans
for a minute, both looking as we
did so towards an uprooted tree.
And there he was, singing his challenge to the world, quite the most
gorgeously colored bird we had ever
seen alive. Scarlet and rose on the
underparts flanked by the olivegreen of the wings, with a goldenapple-green foreback, with a rump
of ox-blood, and a breathtaking
head-dress of iridescent azure,
inlaid with eyes of deep blue, each
encircled by a ring of carnation
pink; here was a composite of
colors no painter would have dared
invent, but one which nature had
somehow blended in a magical
manner to make an imperial robe
for a lordly singer .... To call him
Painted Bunting seems like mocking
at the mysteries, so I prefer to
speak of him with many other bird
watchers, as the Nonpareil, the
unexcelled."
Thus the birds depicted in "Carolina Quest" are described with the
freshness and spontaneity engendered in a gifted northerner's
meeting such a wealth of "new"
birds for the first time. Throughout, the writing conveys Saunders'
genuine and unpretentious pleasure
in birds, woods, fields and human
beings.
Richard Merrill Saunders is a
member of the history faculty at
the University of Toronto and a
widely recognized ornithologist.
The book contains 12 beautifully
executed wood engravingsin cl u ding an especially fine engraving of a Hooded Warbler-by
Sylvia Hahn of the Royal Ontario
Museum.
One does not need to be a
member of an ornithological club
or to possess great knowledge of
bird life to enjoy "Carolina Quest."
This book is for sale only in the
United States and its dependencies.
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LANCASTER TOURS. By Viola C.
Floyd. With supplemental chapter
in commemoration of the South
Carolina Tricentennial of 1970.
Lancaster County Historical Commission, Lancaster, South Carolina.
164 pages, Second printing. 1968.
The early settlers around Lancaster came from a town in Pennsylvania by the same name. Lancaster was one of many English
appellations introduced to the New
World.
The English forebears of Lancaster lived in the region of the
House of Lancaster which opposed
the House of York in the War of
the Roses. During this war Lancastrians chose the red rose as their
emblem. It is interesting to note
that present-day Lancaster, South
Carolina is known as the "Red Rose
City."
Lancaster County has many
notable sites, including the
Waxhaws, the birthplace of South
Carolina's only President, Andrew
Jackson. At the old Waxhaw Presbyterian Church, Andrew Jackson's
father is buried, and there is a
memorial to his mother who died in
Charleston.
Contrary to general belief,
Jackson was a well-educated man.
One of his early teachers was Rev.
William Richardson, the first licensed pastor at Waxhaw Church.
Rev. Richardson organized and
taught in the Waxhaw Academy-as
his school was known-and Andrew
Jackson was one of his smartest
pupils.
Tour One begins at the Lancaster
County Courthouse-designed by
Robert Mills-and proceeds past the
old jail, Old Presbyterian Church
and cemetery, the site of Franklin
Academy, the Marion Sims Memorial Hospital, the Lancaster Plant of
the Springs Cotton Mill, and several
historical homes.
Tour Two begins along the Old
Landsford Road to Waxhaw
Church, including the church and
burial grounds. It then proceeds to
the small town of Van Wyck, past
the site of a former Catawba Indian
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town and fort, to the "Panhandle"
and the Old Milt Cheney Tavern
and, finally, to the birthplace of the
Belk brothers. Stops on the tour include Andrew Jackson State Park
and the North Carolina-South Carolina cornerstone of 1813. "Black
Jack Station," the forerunner of
Shiloh Associate Reformed Presbyterian Church, oldest of its denomination in Lancaster County, is also
on the tour.
Tour Three begins at the Revolutionary War site of the massacre
of Col. Buford's forces by Tarleton.
Several churches are included as
well as the natural formation, Forty
Acre Rock.
One of the most interesting parts
of the tour is the Haile Gold Mine,
once the largest producer of gold
east of the Appalachian region. The
tour ends in Kershaw, incorporated
in 1888 and the second largest
town in the county.
Tour Four encompasses Pleasant
Hill, formerly an incorporated
town; Heath Springs, a watering
place of antebellum days; historic
Hanging Rock Community and
scenes of a Revolutionary War
battle; Stoneboro; Cedar Creek;
Mount Carmel Meeting Ground;
Dry Creek; Bell Town; and the
Springs Park.
Tour Five focuses on the University of South Carolina branch
college and other educational establishments, including the Lancaster
County Vocational Building and
the high school. Industrial plants,
health facilities, religious edifices,
civic and recreational facilities and
exhibits at Andrew Jackson State
Park Museum are also included.
Concluding the book are Tricentennial birthday messages from the
mayor of Lancaster, England, and
the mayor of Carrickfergus, Ireland,
the ancient borough, which has ties
with President Jackson whose ancestral home was at Boneybefore.
This book is the first of a series
of Tricentennial publications endorsed by the South Carolina Tricentennial Commission.
Mrs. Floyd is a Lancaster historian, writer and teacher.
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EVENTS
Activities of state-wide interest
to be considered for the Calendar
of Events should be sent to the Acti vi ties Editor, Sandlapper, P.O.
Box 1668, Columbia, South Carolina 29202, no later than 30 days
prior to the first of the month in
which the activity will occur.
S andlapper appreciates the assistance in compiling its Events
Section given by the South Carolina
Ar ts Commission, David G.
Sennema, Executive Director.

13-14

24-25

SP ART ANBURG-Spartanburg County
Library-" The Virginian."

SPARTANBURG-Wofford CollegeProfessor Otto Luening, Speaker.

14

30

GREENVILLE-County Museum of
Art-"The Virgin Spring."

HARTSVILLE-Coker College-Dr.
Margaret (Burr Deschamps) Moore,
Coker Alumna.

17

.

CHARLESTON-College of Charleston"Wild Strawberries."

music

18

APRIL
6-12

COLUMBIA-Benedict College-Festival
of Classics, Documentaries, Work by
Young Film-makers.

SPARTANBURG-Music Festival.

NEWBERRY-Newberry College"Orpheus."

CHARLESTON-Huguenot Church-E.
Power Biggs Organ Concert.

dance

8

APRIL
9-23
ORANGEBURG- S.C. State CollegeDance Concert.

19

9

GREENVILLE-Furman University"Darling."

DENMARK-Voorhees College Concert
Choir.

28

ROCK HILL-Winthrop College-SCMEA
Regional Piano Festival.

17-18
SPARTANBURG-Converse CollegeOrchesis Modern Dance Club Concert.

SPARTANBURG-Wofford College"Home of the Brave."

22

10

DUE WEST-Erskine College-Bhaskar
and Shala, Dances of India.

CLINTON-Presbyterian College-Roman
Rudmytsky, Pianist.

.

lectures

c1ne1na

APRIL
15

APRIL

GREENVILLE-Green ville LibraryFrancis Robinson, Assistant Manager,
Metropolitan Opera Company.

COLUMBIA-Township AuditoriumArthur Rubenstein, Pianist.

ROCK HILL-Winthrop College Chorus
and Singers.

9
GREENVILLE-County Museum of
Art-"The Gospel According to St.
Matthew."

ROCK HILL-Winthrop College-"La
Dolce Vita."

11
NEWBERRY-Newberry College-"The
Overcoat."
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15-17

12

DUE WEST-Erskine College-"Biblical
Preaching," Dr. Donald Miller, President of Pittsburgh Theological
Seminary.

COLUMBIA-Dreher High SchoolMyung Wha Chung, Cellist, Soloist
with Columbia Philharmonic
Orchestra.

24

13

SPARTANBURG-Converse CollegeFounders Day: Dr. Rosamonde R.
Boyd, Speaker.

CHARLESTON-Gibbes Art GalleryFurman University String Quartet with
Elsie Pollock, Pianist.
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COLUMBIA-Museum of Art-Marisa
Galvaney, Soprano.

Call in The Professionals.
DENMARK-Voorhees CollegeSavannah State College Men's Glee
Club.

GREENVILLE-Greenville MuseumRuby Morgan,Pianist.

76 Years Of Experience Doesn't Cost You More.
It Just Moves You Expertly.
And Moving People Expertly
Has Made Bekins The Largest
Moving & Storage Company

14

In The World.

COLUMBIA-Cottingham TheatreColumbia College Concert Choir.

SP ART ANBURG-Memorial Auditorium-James Dick, Pianist.

Phone For A Free Estimate.

15
GEORGETOWN-County Memorial
Library-Marisa Galvaney, Soprano.

l'atmetto 7zanJ/ez & StoZaffe eo.
256-8372

1237
GADSDEN

CARL DuBOSE
Mgr.

NIGHTS & HOLIDAYS 782-0190

GREENVILLE-Furman University
Singers.

Mills' Atlas

ROCK HILL-Winthrop College-Program
of Music for Church Weddings.

17
CHARLESTON-The CitadelAmsterdam Sonata da Camera.

COLUMBIA-College Place Methodist
Church-Walker Breland, Organist.

$50 postpaid
INDIVIDUAL DISTRICT
MAPS
$6 each postpaid

ROCK HILL-Winthrop College Choral
Ensemble.

18
DUE WEST-Erskine College-Harry
Cain, Vocalist.

18-19, 25-26
CHARLESTON-Garden Theatre'' Ca valleria R usticana" and "I
Pagliacci."
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Abbeville
Barnwell
Beaufort
Charleston
Chester
Chesterfield
Colleton
Darlington
Edgefield
Fairfield
Georgetown
Greenville
Horry
Kershaw

Lancaster
Laurens
Lexington
Marion
Marlborough
Newberry
Orangeburgh
Pendleton
}{ichland
Spartanburgh
Union
Williamsburgh
York

Originally published in 1825 by
Robert Mills, this Atlas contains
much fa scinating information about
the South Carolina of 143 years
ago. An edition published in 1938
is now a collector's item. This edition (Wilkins-Keels) with the maps
in the same size as the original is
printed on fine quality paper. It
contains all of the 28 district maps
and the state map.
S. C. residents add 3% sales tax.
Send check or money order
to
MILLS' ATLAS
Sandlapper Press, Inc.

P. 0. Box 1668
Columbia, S. C. 29202
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18, 25-26

RAISE CHINCHILLAS
COULD YOU USE AN EXTRA INCOME?
Do you like animals?
Will you follow instructions?
Do you want a business of your own?
Do you have a basement, garage,
spare room or out building?
Chinchillas are odorless and do not carry parasites, such as
Fleas, Lice, Ticks, etc.
IF YOU THINK YOU WOULD QUALIFY
WE OFFER THESE SERVICES
Financing - Marketing Replacement Guarantees
Professional Assistance
Complete Training Program For Beginners
GET IN ON THE GROUND FLOOR
Send Now For Your Free Booklet
NAME_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ PHONE NO. _ _ _ _ _ __

GREENVILLE-Bob Jones UniversityGraduate Recitals.

19
GREENVILLE- Bob Jones UniversityFaculty Recital.

SP ART ANBURG-Converse CollegeRobert Merrill, Metropolitan Opera
Baritone.

21
HARTSVILLE-Coker Co.liege-Glee
Club Concert.

SPARTANBURG - Converse CollegeChamber Music: Alma Trio .

ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __
CITY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ STATE _ _ _ _ _ _ ZIP COD~- - - SOUTHEASTERN CHINCHILLA RANCH
Route I
Lexington, S. C.
Phone 803 -

Box 3 85
29072
359-4179

22
COLUMBIA-Carolina Coliseum-Carlos
Montoya, Flamenco Guitarist.

DUE WEST-Erskine College-Bhaskar
and Shala, Dances of India.

23
GREENVILLE-Textile Hall-"Pop "
Concert by Greenville Symphony.

24
CHARLESTON-The Citadel-Spring
Concert, The Citadel Band.

25
GREENVILLE-Textile Hall-Bob Jones
University Symphony and Chorus.

25-27
SPARTANBURG-First Presbyterian
Church-Junior Choir Festival and
Workshops.

26
(Answers to puzzle on page 21)
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COLUMBIA-Dreher High School Auditorium- Kinderkonzerts by Columbia
Philharmonic Orchestra.
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15-18

COLUMBIA - Township Auditorium"Pop" Concert by Columbia Philharmonic Orchestra.

ROCK HILL-Winthrop College
Theatre-"Oedipus Rex."

SPARTANBURG-Memorial Auditorium-Wofford College Glee Club
Spring Concert.

COLUMBIA-Fort Jackson Theatre No.
4-"You Can't Take It With You."

27

18-19

SPARTANBURG-First Baptist ChurchYouth Choir Festival and Workshop.

HARTSVILLE-Coker College Drama
Club Play.

MAY
16-17
CLEMSON-Clemson Children's Theatre
Production.

16-19

28

18-27

FLORENCE-Moore Junior High School
Auditorium-Florence Symphony
Orchestra "Pops" Concert.

GREENVILLE-Children's Theatre"Aladdin and the Magic Lamp."

APRIL
Through April 13
CHARLESTON-Gibbes Art Gallery"Nostalgia and the Contemporary
Artist."

Through April 19
SP ART ANBURG-Aug. W. Smith
Company Gallery-Palette Knife Oil
Paintings, Mrs. Rhett Sapp Thurman .

SP ART ANBURG-Converse College-The
Alma Trio.

19-20

Through April 20
COLUMBIA-Museum of Art-First
South Carolina State Invitational.

29

ABBEVILLE and GREENVILLESou th eastern Regional Festival
Competition.

GREENVILLE-Bob Jones University0 per a , Concert and Drama Series:
David Mulfinger, Concert Pianist.

21-26

COLUMBIA-Museum of Art-"Jewels"
by Mary Walker.

SPARTANBURG-Little Theatre-"Star
Spangled Girl."
G REENVILLE-McAlister AuditoriumFur man University Concert Choir
Spring Concert.

SPARTANBURG-Wofford CollegeSpartanburg Symphony.

Through April 27

23
SP ART ANBURG-Spartanburg Junior
College-"Will The Real Jesus Christ
Stand Up, Please?"

GREENVILLE-Museum of Art"French Impressionism."

Through April 30
COLUMBIA-Columbia College Art
Faculty Exhibit.

24
MAY
15

ORANGEBURG-S.C. State CollegeSpeech and Drama Festival.

HARTSVILLE-Coker College-Music
Students Group Recital.

theatre
APRIL

COLUMBIA-Laurel Gallery-Dr.
Lawrence Flaum, USC, First One-Man
Show.

24-26
GAFFNEY-Limestone College-CollegeCommunity Theatre Production of
"Harvey."

COLUMBIA-University of South CaroJina-Ceramics : National Student Print
Show.

GREENVILLE-Furman University"Twelfth Night."

FLORENCE-Museum-16th Pee Dee
Regional Juried Art Show.

7
CHARLESTON-Municipal Auditorium-"Fiddler on the Roof."

8
SP ART ANBURG - Memorial Auditorium-Famous Artists Production,
"Fiddler on the Roof."
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8-20

SPARTANBURG-Wofford CollegeTheatre Workshop Production.

CLINTON- Presbyterian Coll<c?ge-Springs
Mills' Traveling Art Show.
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8-30

28-May 18

SPARTANBURG-The Arts Center"Flora: The Flower in Art and Arrangement:'

DUE WEST-Erskine College"Prehistoric Paintings from France and
Spain."

9-25

30-May 21

CLEMSON-Clemson University School
of Architecture-"Visual Interface" by
Prof. Robert H. Hunter; also Contemporary Furniture.

CHARLESTON-Gibbes Art GalleryAmerican Watercolor Society Exhibit.

tours

MAY
2-3
WINNSBORO-Historical House Tour.

baseball
APRIL
10
SPARTANBURG-Wofford vs. Catawba.

10-May 4
COLUMBIA-Museum of Art-"American
Folk Art."

11

APRIL

CLEMSON-Clemson vs. Virginia.

7

11-12

CHARLESTON-East Side Tour.

CHARLESTON-Artist Guild's Sidewalk
Art Show.

SPARTANBURG-Wofford vs. Piedmont.

7-8
AIKEN-Garden Tour.

13-26
DUE WEST-Erskine College-"Young
Artists of Africa."

12
CLEMSON-Clemson vs. Maryland.

8
CHARLESTON-West Side Tour.

NEWBERRY-Newberry vs. Wofford.

13-May 4
GREENVILLE-County Museum of
Art-"Patriotic Images in American
Art."

13
BENNETTSVILLE-Marlborough County
Spring Homes Tour.

14
CLEMSON-Clemson vs. Georgia Tech.

15
13-May 11

14

COLUMBIA-Museum of Art-Watercolors by W. Reginald Watkins.

CHARLESTON-St. Michael's Episcopal
Church Town Tour.

SPARTANBURG-Wofford vs. Mars Hill.

17
16

16-17

SPARTANBURG-Duncan Park Recreation Center-Ceramic Exhibit.

CAMDEN-Kershaw County Country
Tour.

SP ART ANBURG-Wofford vs. Presbyterian.

18
SPARTANBURG-Wofford vs. Furman.

19-24

17

SP ART ANBURG-Memorial Auditorium-Annual City Schools' Art
Exhibit.

GEORGETOWN-Black and Pee Dee
Rivers Tour.

19
CLEMSON-Clemson vs. Florida State.

18
22-May 4

GEORGETOWN-Waccamaw River Tour.

SPARTANBURG-Wofford vs. Erskine .

COL UM BIA-Museum of Art-Springs
Mills ' Traveling Art Show.

19
23-27
COLUMBIA-Museum of Art- Sculpture
by Richard Alan Miller.
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23

EDGEFIELD - 4th Annual Tour of
Homes.

SPARTANBURG-Wofford vs. Appa-

GEORGETOWN-Santee River Tour.

(Continued on page 79)
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OUR TAX BILL LAST YEAR WAS $21.6 MILLION.
THAT'S ALOT OF NEW BUSES.
Or classrooms.
Or miles of highway. Or hospital improvements. Or increased
teachers' salaries.
Some people, even our own customers, who pay for our services,
are suprised to learn how much
we pay in taxes.
In some communities, we pay

more than any other company.
That's right. Company.
We pay these taxes because we
are not an agency of the State or
Federal Government. We're a business.
And we have to operate like a
business, which includes paying
our full share of local, state and

federal taxes.
A business which knows the importance of superior service, the
importance of keeping rates as low
as possible.
Or it's out of business.
And there go the buses, the
classrooms, the highways, the hospitals, higher salary for teachers ...

A

n archaeologist is a person of
whom we have all heard, but
whom very few in South Carolina have ever met.
Would you be surprised to learn
that South Carolina has its own official state archaeologist? Not only
does the state have an archaeologist, but also an Institute of Archaeology and Anthropology.
Just what does a state archaeologist do? We put that question to
a man who should know-Robert L.
Stephensqn who holds the title.
''The primary purpose of the
institute," Dr. Stephenson answered, "is to make an inventory of
all the pre-historic and early historic archaeological material in
South Carolina, and to concern itself with what studies might be
made on living Indians in the state.
To put it another way, you might

Meet
Our State
Archaeologist
By Larry Cribb
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say that basically we want to understand who the people were who
lived here for the last 10,000 to
15,000 years.
"Up until recently, very little
archaeological work has been done
in South Carolina. It is true that the
University of North Carolina and
the University of Georgia have
made some studies, but they were
primarily interested in their own
states, and the work they did here
was just in support of their main
interest."
The Institute of Archaeology and
Anthropology is only a few years
old, having been initiated through
the efforts of Dr. William Edwards

who was first to head the organization .
"It started out as a state
agency," Dr. Stephenson explained,
"but things didn't work out exactly
as expected so, on July 1, 1967, it
was transferred to the University of
South Carolina and they took over
its operation."
Dr. Edwards left the institute in
July 1968, to take up similar work
in Colorado. In September, Dr.
Stephenson was named head of the
institute and given the title of state
archaeologist.
Dr. Stephenson came to South
Carolina from the University of
Nevada, where he spent two years
setting up a similar program . Prior
to that he was with the Smithsonian Institution for 20 years.
During that time he served in
various capacities, including his
final position where he was in
charge of River Basin Archaeological Salvage for the entire United
States.
"This program was set up in conjunction with the National Park
Service to preserve archaeological
material being flooded all over the
country by a multitude of rivers
and dams," he said.
Dr. Stephenson is a native of
Oregon, and received both his B.S.
and M.S. from the University of
Oregon, and his Ph .D. from the
University of Michigan. While with
the Smithsonian, he spent five years
in Texas, twelve in Nebraska and
three in Washington.
When Dr. Stephenson arrived in
South Carolina, he found that Dr.
Edwards had done much of the
groundwork in getting the survey of
historic sites under way. "He had
established the survey, and a rather
firm basic financial structure," he
said. "Not that financial structure is
all that is needed, but it is an essential factor ."
At present the institute is financed entirely by state funds, but
Dr. Stephenson pointed out that
some federal money will be available on projects the institute plans
to undertake.
"Our first job will be to survey
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know the area, who've hunted
down there-find out if they've ever
found any arrowheads or other
relics.
"When walking over the area we
look for a likely spot where people
would normally be expected to live.
By that I mean is the spot logical
for Indians to have lived in from
what we know of their habits in
other places? Did they live on high
ground or low ground, right along
the stream or back from it a ways,
etc.? Then we look on the ground
for little bits or chips of stone,
arrowheads or pieces of pottery, all
this kind of thing. People who have
lived in an area leave many things
behind that can tell you many
things about them," he said.
Dr. Stephenson pointed out that
it is not unusual for evidence of this
type still to be found today. "These
things stay in an area for thousands
of years," he said. "Of course here
we have rather wet conditions, and
some things don't preserve as well
as they would in a drier climate.
For instance in the desert country
of the Far West you can still find
clothing, shoes, baskets, etc. It's
amazing sometimes how long these
things do remain preserved."
One of the things that makes Dr.
Stephenson's work here interesting
for him is the fact that the Indians
who lived in this part of the
country have not been researched
and studied nearly so much as those
in the West.
- Photo by Larry Cribb
State Archaeologist Robert L. Stephenson is also director of the Institute of
"The research into the story of
Archaeology and Anthropology. The institute is currently compiling an inventory
the pre-historic Indians in the
and survey of all pre-historic and early historic archaeological ma,erial in the state.
southeastern part of the country is
somewhat younger and more recent
the state," he said, "and find out over. What they want to do is than that of Indians living in specjust what we have in the way of old straighten and stabilize the stream tacular cliff dwellings and pueblos,"
Indian villages, camps, burial bank, which means they will dis- he said. "You could see these works
mounds, trails and other historic rupt the ground in an area maybe towering above ground. Then the
200 yards wide by five or six miles mound builders in the Ohio and
sites of interest."
When asked how one would long. So here's an area that we've Illinois valleys were investigated
begin undertaking such a tremen- got to determine if there are any rather early. We have this long
dous task, Dr. Stephenson replied, Indian villages or mounds in before development of the archaeology in
"it just takes an awful lot of walk- they cover them with water; and if these parts of the country, but the
ing. Let's take what we did recently there are we 're going to have to Southeast didn't get a great deal of
in North Augusta," he continued. excavate them. So our procedure attention until shortly after World
"The county is doing some chan- will be to send in a team of two or
neling through Horse Creek. We three people just to walk out the
went down there to look the area area. We'll also talk to people who Larry Cribb is from Columbia.
April, 1969
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- Photo by Larry Cribb

Dr. Stephenson holds an Indian pot unearthed in an excavation. His assistant,
John Combes, displays a tray of rifle parts found at the Old Town site near Charleston.

War II."
When asked if he gets any help
from Indians who live here now,
Dr. Stephenson replied "no, bee ause what they know of their
tribal history is usually pretty much
limited to the last two or three
generations. They're simply unaware of the people who were here
long years ago. In many cases they
have no reason to know because
they're not from the same tribe.
For instance," he continued, "a
group of Indians would come into a
place to live and stay there maybe
25 or 50 years; then they would
move on to a .new location and
others might come in to take their
place. So by the time the white
man got here, maybe you'd have
the fifth or eighth different group
of Indians who had lived in the
same place. You've got to remember too that we're talking
about pre-historic times. To give
you an example, some of the arrowheads found around the Aiken area
may be as much as 8,000 years old.
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Dr. Stephenson pointed out that
the survey and inventory of prehistoric and early historic archaeological material and sites in the
state will not be limited to Indians,
but will deal with anything of interest and value. "There are many
projects that we will be involved
with," he said, "such as the Old
Town site of Charleston where
English colonists set up a town in
1670. Then we have Old Savannah
Town at North Augusta and Star
Fort at Ninety-six. The Archaeological work now going on at
Camden will be of great importance."
The institute is now operating
with a staff including Dr. Stephenson, his assistant-John Combesand a secretary. Combes has been
with the institute for three years,
and came here from the state of
Washington where he did research
at Washington State University for
four years. He is also a graduate of
that university.
"I hope we can develop the In-

stitute of Archaeology here to the
point where we have a substantial
staff of maybe eight or ten people,"
he said. "then hopefully we could
have six or eight projects going on
in various parts of the state at one
time."
One of the things Dr. Stephenson
hopes to accomplish soon is to
develop a group of amateur collectors. "There are many people
who collect arrowheads and other
historic objects," he said. "They're
all people of sincere and dedicated
interest. If we can work together
with all these people in some type
of statewide amateur society, we
can all benefit from it. We can
utilize their information for the
purposes of the institute's research,
and we can help them interpret
what they have collected and make
their material more important to
them," he said.
The institute also hopes to begin
soon a series of publications.
"First," Dr. Stephenson said, "we
want to initiate a newsletter type of
pub 1i cation that will get information out over the entire state
about what the institute is doing
and hopes to do. Second, and these
will constitute our main publication
program, will be technical reports
of what we 're finding in our surveys
and excavations, and what this information means. Third will be
popular-written articles and stories
about who these early inhabitants
of South Carolina were and how
they lived. This information will go
to the general public for their interest in learning something of prehistoric and early historic happenings in their state."
Dr. Stephenson is a man who has
a big job ahead of him, but a job
which he is thoroughly looking forward to. As he put it earlier, "We've
got an awful lot of walking to do."
So if you happen to be out
taking a stroll in the woodlands of
South Carolina and you run across
a man with his head bowed toward
the ground and a few pieces or
chips of stone in his hand-then
perhaps you've met your first
archaeologist.
Sand lap per

By Beth Ann Klosky

JOHN
ACORN
Sculptor

T

he place you '11 usually find John T. Acorn, rising young contemporary sculptor of upper
South Carolina, is in his basement studio at
Clemson University's School of Architecture. Surrounded by his sculptured works, he'll be busy instructing students on the techniques of sculpture;
if it happens to be a Saturday afternoon, he might
be working on a sculpture of his own creation.
He'll be wearing casual clothes-a pair of denim
slacks and a sports shirt open at the neck-for
when you 're working with bronze, steel, aluminum, wood or fiberglas, your classroom looks more
like a tool or carpenter's shop than an artist's
studio, and you don't meet classes wearing a coat
and tie.

- Photo by Sam Wang

"Metamorphosis 11" -
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Aluminum casting.
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Despite what might seem to
some an unusual setting for pursuit
of the fine arts, Acorn's working
surroundings are typical of those of
a sculptor dedicated to an exciting
field of contemporary art interpretation. An associate professor at
the Clemson School of Architecture, John Acorn is a young man
in his early 30s, medium in height,
with dark hair and a discerning gaze
from steady blue eyes. He doesn't

have to strike a pose or dramatize
his role as a sculptor, for his sensitivity to all aspects of life and the
wellspring of creativity that inspires
him to breathe life into inanimate
materials, are readily apparent.
John Acorn is well known as a
promising contemporary sculptor in
art centers over the nation. His
works have been exhibited in numerous national, regional and state
exhibitions, and he has received

many awards. Some of these
include the Merit Award, 14th Annual Drawing and Sculpture Show,
Ball State University, Muncie,
Indiana, in 1968; the second award
in Southern Sculpture, National
Competitive Sculpture Exhibition
traveling in southeastern states, in
1967; and first prize, Museum Purchase Award, 5th Annual Piedmont
Painting and Sculpture Exhibition,
Mint Museum of Art, Charlotte,
North Carolina, in 1964. Also in
1964 his work was exhibited in the
159th Annual Exhibition of Painting and Sculpture at the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts
in Philadelphia. In 1968 he ex hibited in the 19th Annual New
England Exhibition, the Silvermine
Guild of Artists, Silvermine,
Connecticut, and this year his work
is being shown in the 23rd Southeastern Annual Exhibition in
Atlanta, Georgia.
He has sold many pieces of sculpture and his market is steadily
broadening, but the commercial
potential for his talent doesn't concern him nearly as much as other
aspects of his creative efforts.
"The pleasure and satisfaction I
derive from working with my
hands, creating sculpture suggestive
of the times in which we live, mean
more to me than anything else,"

- Photos by Sam Wang

"Warrior II" - Bronze casting. Second
award in 1968 Springs Mills Exhibition,
Lancaster. Purchased by Springs for their
permanent collection .
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Acorn confides. "The reason I
teach is to fulfill my desire to inspire in others an active interest in
and appreciation of contemporary
sculpture-which to me is an attempt to find forms that express
the nature of existence in relation
to all forms of life. Universities and
colleges have become the patron of
the arts, and it is on the college
campus that the greatest opportunity for advancement in the field

"Defenders"
Aluminum casting.
Purchased by the South Carolina Arts
Commission for its permanent collection.

April, 1969

lies today.
"Active participation in the arts
is a means of helping one to discover himself," Acorn points out.
"Art education is geared toward the
student with this purpose in mind.
The same kind of thinking should
apply to music or to physical education. Regardless of whether or
not a student has intentions of becoming an artist, he will find the
study of sculpture or other forms

of art a valuable aid in his overall
development. An art education's
main purpose is to develop the
mind."
In the Southeast, Acorn sees an
area that is wide open for the development of awareness and understanding of contemporary sculpture
as a distinct art form of the 20th
century. To him the area poses a
definite challenge. In fact, it was
this challenge that strongly influenced his decision to come
South to Clemson University.
A native of Paterson, New
Jersey, Acorn's interest in art dates
back to his childhood. He began
seriously developing his talent
during high school, then went on to
acquire a B.A. in art education at
Montclair State College in Upper
Montclair, New Jersey. While a student there, he was fortunate to
work with sculptor Paul Harris,
now of California, who encouraged
him to concentrate on this field and
study towards an advanced degree
in sculpture.
For a few months after his graduation from Montclair in 1959,
Acorn produced sculpture in the
basement of his home and achieved
his first exhibition success in his
home state of New Jersey. He then
entered Cranbrook Academy of Art
in Bloomfield Hills, Michigan, to
pursue postgraduate work leading
to a Master of Fine Arts, with a
major in sculpture. During his
second year at Cranbrook he was
awarded a teaching fellowship in
the sculpture department. In 1961,
the year he received his master's, he
participated in a two-man exhibition in the Hanamura Gallery in
Detroit, Michigan.
Meantime, Acorn made the
acquaintance of Dean Harlan
McClure, head of the School of
Architecture at Clemson University,
who visited the academy during an
architectural conference. Dean
McClure was looking for someone
to teach sculpture at Clemson, and
Acorn-impressed with the possibilities for growth in this areaaccepted the post. His was the distinction of being the first and only
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sculptor on the Clemson campus.
Also it was his first time to set foot
in the South.
Although that was nearly eight
years ago, Acorn confesses he finds
it hard to realize he has been here
that long. The time has flown so
fast that he still thinks of himself as
a newcomer, but the acceptance he
has met on the Clemson campus
and the early recognition of his
work throughout the state and the
Southeast are proof enough that
South Carolina considers him its
own.
His chief interest is in developing
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an art form of the 20th century. He
also has an interest in history, but
finds his greatest challenge in contemporary life and the promises of
the future, for-as he explains"There are so many different attitudes and discoveries today that the
field has expanded a couple of hundred times. In this, the latter part
of the 20th century, there is a completely different outlook on man.
Naturally, artists react to this."
Currently, the Clemson sculptor
is absorbed with structure and
form, both internal and external, as
it relates to a highly scientific age.
His most recent works, suggestive
of human as well as animal, bird
and plant life, draw attention to
this. Bases become roots, feet,
claws; supporting elements become
stalks, legs, branches, bones; internal forms become organs, sources
of energy; external forms become
protective devices: shells, shields,
helmets, etc. Mindful of the adage
that you can't judge a book by its
cover, he places strong emphasis on
the underlying structure, showing a
sharp contrast between the refinement of the exterior and the rawness or ruggedness of the interior.
Obviously, he is more concerned
with questions about the nature of
things than he is with answers.
Many of his earlier works suggest
plant life-stalks, stems, leaves,
buds, petals, seed pods-all
rendered in intricate detail. Later
works are suggestive of human and
bird life, these firmly based with
leg-like supports. Recently he has
completed a series of five bronze
castings known as "Warriors One
through Five." These forms are
helmet-like-a kind of head that yet
is not a head. The smoothness and
polish of the helmet is in decided
contrast to the natural, broken, almost tortured appearance of the
interior, seen next to or behind the
helmet.
When working in bronze, Acorn

first models in clay, takes a wax impression and from this casts the
form in bronze. Most of his casting
is done at foundries in nearby
Anderson, where facilities are made
available to him for doing his own
casting. He is now building a small
foundry of his own at his home;
eventually he hopes to have a
foundry at Clemson to use in connection with his teaching.
All of Acorn's sculpture is
created with the idea of stimulating
the imagination of the viewer-that
is, the pieces are suggestive of certain components or characteristics
rather than a complete entity. Comments Acorn: "I don't try to tell a
complete story. My works demand
that the viewer receive an idea and
contribute his own interpretation.
In other words, the viewer is enticed into becoming involved in the
sculpture."
The way he sees it: "The creation of a piece of sculpture is a
personal experience that is given
permanence in the hope that the
experience will in some way be
shared by others. As a living organism, I have thoughts, feelings
and reactions to my environment. I
attempt to create forms that
express those feelings." He explains
further: "My sculpture pieces are
not reproductions of broken shells
or newborn calves but are attempts
at creating images that contain a
spirit or feelings. At times they are
joyful, at times they are bewildering, at times they are distressing
or disturbing. This is how I find
life, and my sculpture is a reflection
of this perception."
Exploring and experimenting
with various materials and techniques form an interesting phase of
the Clemson sculptor's work. He
will probably settle on one specific
material for his sculpture in later
life, but at present he is exploring a
variety of materials. He works frequently with bronze and wood,
traditional sculpture materials
-Photo by Sam Wang
dating
back some 2,000 years. But
"Defender 11 "-Fiberglas casting. Model in
traveling exhibition, "Southern Sculpture." Acorn also enjoys working with
more modern materials. For instance, he is very interested in
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aluminum as a metal-one of his
aluminum pieces has a suggestion of
bone structure. With aluminum he
utilizes styrofoam for a working
model before casting the sculpture.
Then there is fiberglas, another
material he finds versatile.
In planning his recent works in
wood, Acorn first has made a clay
model, then photographed it and
used an enlargement of the photograph as his guide. One of his
carvings in laminated wood
(Douglas fir) has a double suggestion-two things that are similar,
resembling two legs and a pelvis,
joined together. He entered a carving similar to this in the 23rd
Southeastern Exhibition in Atlanta.
Another of his works in wood is
made of scrap pieces of plywood
and polyester resin mixed with sawdust. It gives the impression of a
bird-like being rising on slender
legs, developing into large wings or
shields, with an exposure of ribs.
Acorn hasn't sculptured a work
in stone or plaster for about five
years, the main reason being that
since the greater part of his work is
free lance he finds metal more practical. It's easier to ship and less
vulnerable to damage during shipment. He does some commission
work, however. A sculpture for the
Wesley Foundation at Clemson is
one of these pieces. He has three or
four commissioned pieces in Greenville and two in the Mint Museum
of Art in Charlotte. Other commissioned works have been executed for individuals.
Acorn is married to the former
Margaret (Peggy) Dee, of Flemington, New Jersey, also an art graduate of Montclair State College.
Peggy teaches an art class at the
Episcopal Day School at Clemson.
The Acorns, who have two young
daughters, Andrea and Joanna,
reside in Pendleton, a few miles
from the Clemson campus.
During his 12 years as a sculptor,
the young associate professor feels
that he has gained much of value
from his work, both in satisfaction
of personal achievement and in
helping to focus more attention
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Acorn (R.) is seen in his studio among recent pieces of sculpture. Clemson student
Pete Snyder assists with a commission piece for the Greenville Museum of Art.

through the Southeast on this field. serving as an instructor in bronze
He feels strongly that an art edu- casting at the Penland School of
cation should be for everyone. He Crafts in Penland, North Carolina.
would like to see art as a required
And what of his plans for the
subject in all public schools, there- future? Currently, Acorn is looking
by giving every child the oppor- forward to a year of study in Rome
tunity to create something for his or Florence. He has requested a
own experience.
sabbatical from his teaching posiLooking at himself realistically, tion at Clemson University and will
he describes his position at Clemson 1eave in late summer for study
as a "challenging, frustrating and abroad, taking his family with him.
rewarding experience." He is par- With the advantage of this broadticularly appreciative of "the en- ening experience, John Acorn will
couragement and understanding of return to resume his work at
a very fine architect-educator, Dean Clemson University, and continue
Harlan McClure," who has helped to contribute by means of his perto make his position as artist- sonal talent and extensive knowteacher fulfilling.
ledge of the arts to the cultural enTwo or three times a year Acorn richment of Clemson and the entire
"recharges" himself with visits to state.
art centers in New York. Last year
he visited art centers in California,
and for the past few summers he Beth Ann Klosky is a free-lance
has enjoyed the opportunity of writer from Anderson.
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On International Day, displays throughout
Columbia's A.C. Flora High School depict
life and landscapes of foreign countries.

- Photos by Richard Taylor
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A

n enthusiastic new generation of
Columbia teen-agers are doing
their share to make the world
peaceful; if not for themselves, for
posterity.
Being familiar with the Chinese
proverb, "A journey of a thousand
miles begins with a single step," A.
C. Flora High School students in
1959 chose the promotion of world
peace and understanding as their
Student Council project.
Rep. James P. Richards, President Dwight Eisenhower's roving
ambassador to the Middle East and
a native South Carolinian, spoke at
the first Flora International Day
which consisted of an assembly program, flag display, luncheon and
Brazilian aid project.
Cooperating with the new project, Flora Falcons contributed
canned goods, used clothing, shoes
and cash to aid the poverty-stricken
people of Bahia, Brazil, who were
so poor that they wore clothing
woven from leaves.
Extended each year, the program's activities soon required an
entire school day. By 1962, the
homerooms were choosing a single
foreign country and studying it
throughout the year. Student Council leaders prepared and led all discussions. On International Day,
each homeroom portrayed the results of their study through homeroom decorations, displays, research papers, puppet shows and
dramas.
Exchange students in South
Carolina high schools and foreign
students studying in South Carolina
colleges and universities were invited to participate in the program.
In 1966 there were more than 350
guests. Visitors came from France,
Lebanon, Hong Kong, Thailand,
Switzerland, the Philippines,
Engl and, Italy, Canada and
Guatemala.
Despite the apparent widespread
success of the project, by 196 7,
many of the Flora students felt that
the time, effort and energy spent
on International Day might bring
even more desired results. Flora students were becoming interested in
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the peoples of the world and were
making friends with foreign students who were able to come to
South Carolina, but the people in
countries which were too poor to
educate their citizens in the United
States needed to be included.
Homeroom discussions, afterschool debates and lunchroom arguments culminated in a revamping of
the 1967 International Day. The
new program started three projects:
a model United Nations, an international bazaar, and school to
school communications.
Under the new plan, International Day has extended Flora's
influence beyond Columbia, to

three other continents through the
Peace Corps School Partnership
Program. In cooperation with the
Peace Corps, Flora students have
financed schools in Millehsefid,
Iran; Curtume, Brazil; Baguida Plantation, Togo, at a total cost of
$3,100. They have also helped to
defray the cost of two schools in
India.
Flora is one of 600 schools
which has helped to build 523 educational facilities in 39 countries
throughout the world since the
Partnership Program began in 1964.
The schools are built in underdeveloped areas which need educational facilities and which are
able to supply at least one-fourth of
the total cost of the project. The
foreign community's share of the

Teen-Age
Ambassadors
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By Marjorie S. Tollison
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cost may consist of volunteer labor,
materials, or even contributions
such as a donkey or a truck for
transporting supplies. The foreign
community requesting the aid must
also have a deed to the property
upon which the school will be constructed and it must guarantee that
a teacher will be provided and paid
by its government.
Flora's first school was built in
Millehsefid, Iran, at a cost of $600.
The school features two classrooms
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and a small administration office
and was designed and built under
the supervision of Peace Corpsman
Raymon Heizer.
Curtume, Brazil, was the site of
the second Flora school. Modern in
design with one large classroom,
two restrooms, a lunchroom and a
small foyer, the school was built
with $1,000 provided by the Falcons.
The Flora-Curtume school replaced a small floorless, ceilingless

room where 50 students studied
amid crowded conditions without
electricity or lights. Many students
now walk as far as three miles each
day to attend the new school.
Curtume, located in the province
of Minas Gerais, is an underdeveloped, poverty-stricken agricultural region. The average family has
eight children. Due to ignorance,
poverty and disease, the average age
of the population is only 16 years.
Intestinal parasites are another
major problem. According to a
Peace Corpsman, there are 15 different kinds of parasites among the
people. In addition to hampering
normal growth, the parasites sap
ambition and energy.
While the Brazilians are studying
in their new facilities the citizens of
Baguida Plantation, Togo, are carrying sand from the beach in buckets,
boxes and anything else which they
can improvise, to begin construction of the third Flora school.
The inhabitants of Togo already
have a school with 292 students,
but the school is so crowded that
there are around 90 students in
each of the three rooms which were
designed to house only 40 pupils.
More tragic still is the fact that an
additional 200 students were
denied the opportunity to receive
Sand lap per

an education because of lack of
space.
Flora students have not yet communicated with the people of Togo
but are preparing a pictorial display
of the highlights of Flora, Columbia, and South Carolina-a display
similar to ones previously sent to
Iran and Brazil.
Funds for the School Partnership
Program are raised entirely by the
Falcons through an international
bazaar, talent show and movie project. These activities are held annually as a part of International
Day, the most recent of which was
held March 28.
The entire International Day is
devoted to international understanding and good will. Activities
other than the money raising projects include a model United
Nations, in which various high
schools throughout the state participate; lectures by noted authorities on international affairs; a
parade of nations, where students
dress in the attire of foreign countries; a luncheon featuring an international decor.
Flora students feel that after 10
years of trying to promote friendship and understanding, they are
beginning to be successful in a small
way. In September 1967, the Inter-
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national Day Committee received a
letter from an English-speaking
club at Nagasaki-Kita High School,
Nagasaki, Japan. The club, having
heard about the Flora program, requested English tapes and information about the United States.
Since then, booklets concerning
South Carolina; magazines, incl ud in g "Sandlapper" and
"National Geographic;" tape recordings of the Flora band, chorus,
cheerleaders, classes, etc. have been
sent to Nagasaki. For the past two
years the correspondence has continued and has cemented ties between young Americans and young
Japanese.
In January of this year 30 students formed a Japanese culture
club whose sole purpose will be to
study the culture of Japan and keep
the exchange at a high level of
International Day, devoted to inter- interest.
national good will, features a parade of
Another example of friendship
nations in which students dress in the came in the form of a simple
attire of foreign countries. Foreign
exchange students throughout South thank-you note from the headmaster of one of the Indian schools
Carolina participate in the program.
which Flora aided:
"We are thanking you and all
those who are connected with you
from the bottom of our hearts. You
-Photo by Richard Taylor
have shown us an example in a way
which will cause friendships all over
the world. Therefore, we thank you
for that.
"Your beautiful work and your
beautiful example has come to us at
a very needy time in our lives. Your
charity and good-will, will be
shared by our people for generations to come. The great institution that you are helping to build
is a way of showing the people of
the world how they should work
together. It will be a very great
symbol for the future. It will even
make history when such a project is
erected."
While many people are merely
worrying about the problems of the
world, Flora students are working
toward a world brotherhood with
peace and happiness for all peoples.

Marjorie S. Tollison of Columbia is
faculty sponsor of A.C. Flora High
School's International Day.
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BROWNING
BRYANT
Radio, Television
and
Night Club Performer
he generation gap has been
closed with a resounding bang
by Browning Bryant. Oldsters
wish he were their grandson.
Middle-agers like his style. Contemporaries say he turns them on.
Meanwhile his fans across the
nation have been doing some turning on of their own-television sets,
that is. This talented 12-year-old
from Six-Mile (on Route 2 just outside Pickens) has been scheduled
for three appearances on the Kraft
Music Hall (January 29, March 12
and April 16). The first one was
hosted by Eddie Arnold ( one of
Browning's favorite vocalists), the
second by Wayne Newton and the
third will be by Johnny Cash.
Browning has taped two Mike
Douglas shows scheduled for viewing in late March and early April.
On March 27, he began a twoweek engagement at the Frontier in
Las Vegas.
On the tube he is a winner,
speaking his lines like the pro he is,
appearing with and singing with
assurance and poise. Reports have
filtered back from New York that
Browning is easily directed and a
"natural" on the stage.
Browning's national career began
in 1968 when he signed for, and has
since appeared on, six Arthur
Godfrey radio shows.
Recordings by Browning are

T
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being heard across the nation-and
even further. Sailors aboard the
USS Okinawa on duty off the
shores of Da Nang, Vietnam, are
hearing his recordings through radio
stations in New Zealand, Singapore
and Tokyo.
His biggest hit record, "Games
that Grown-Up Children Play," was
written by Alex Zanetis, one of
Nashville's top writers. It was arranged by Don Tweedy (he arranged "Honey" for Bobby Goldsboro) and was recorded with 28 instrumentalists.
Browning is learning what it's
like to be a performer in a grownup world of professionals. He is
summoned from his desk at AlbertLewis school in Pickens for recording trips to Nashville, taping trips to
New York and Philadelphia, and
personal appearances elsewhere.
Think his grades are slipping? Ask
his teacher. He's an honor student.
His favorite subjects are art and literature. And sports, of course. He's
a right guard on his school's football team.
Browning will prop his guitar
against the wall almost any afternoon to play baseball and basketball. He feels at home in his
parents' sporting goods store and
has been known to sneak away on a
Saturday for a little hunting or fishing with his buddies to whom he is

known as "Flint."
Girls? He likes them. Pretty. Nice
manners. Clean cut. Good figureslike, say, Raquel Welch.
Browning is a sharp dresser, has a
flair for style and is destined to become a pace-setter on the young
fashion scene.
The ability to generate excitement in an audience is not easy to
come by, but Browning has it.
When he sings he takes his listeners
with him. They strum his guitar, let
their eyes melt into dreamy slits
under a shock of thick brown hair,
and sit on high notes with the same
tender tremolo that Browning does.
When it's all over they sigh and say,
"Great little performer."
Browning is the only child of Mr.
and Mrs. Ray K. Bryant. They're
behind him and his career all the
way and his mother accompanies
him on trips. She has lived with the
knowledge of his musical ability for
a long time, having first noticed it
when he was about two years old.
Browning would like to be a
lawyer when he grows up. His full
name John Browning Baxter Bryant
will look imposing and impressive
on his office door.
But at the moment his stage
name, Browning Bryant, looks just
fine in lights.

Elizabeth Simpson is from Charlotte.
Sand lapper
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25
SPARTANBURG-Wofford vs. Newberry.

28
SP ART AN BURG-Wofford vs. Lenoir
Rhyne.

APRIL
6-11
MYRTLE BEACH-Canadian-American
Days.

7-10
ROCK HILL-Antique Show Sponsored
by York County Medical Auxiliary.

29

10-12

SPARTANBURG-Wofford vs. Lenoir
Rhyne.

SPARTANBURG-Converse College-5th
South Carolina Landmark Conference.

Full Color

Wildflower
Needlework
Pattern
lh .\IHLEE \\' l'.\TEI{

as pictured in the June Sandlapper
30
GREENVILLE-Furman vs. Wofford.

10,17,24
SP ART ANBURG-Spartanburg County
Library-Puppet Show.

MAY
6

11-13

CLEMSON-Clemson vs. South Carolina

ROCK HILL-"Come-See-Me" Weekend.

Pattern is 12 inches by 18 inches
and contains 25 wildflowers
To purchase your pattern
send $2.00 plus 25,i for
postage and handling to:

SANDLAPPER
P. 0. Box 1668

9
CLEMSON-Clemson vs. Wake Forest.

17-19

Columbia, S. C. 29202

COLUMBIA-Spring Festival.
S. C. residents please add 3% sales tax.

10
CLEMSON-Clemson vs. Duke.

horse shows

19

CHARLESTON-The Citadel-Southern

20

MAY
2-3

JOHNSTON-Watson Park-2nd Annual
Ridge Antique Auto Meet.

APRIL
26
MANNING-Third Annual Clarendon
County Cancer Benefit Horse Show.

MAY
3
GEORGETOWN-Fifth Annual Georgetown Saddle Club Horse Show.

9-10
ROCK HILL-York County Fairgrounds-22nd Annual Rock Hill Horse
Show.

26

HARTSVILLE-Coker College-Alumnae
Day.

Intercollegiate Crew Regatta (Ashley
River).

HAR TS VILLE-Coker College-May
Fete.

21-26
3

ANDERSON-School District Five of
Anderson County, Music and Art
Festival.

DUE WEST-Erskine College-Parents
Day, May Day Pageant.

23-27
GH.EENVILLE-Textile Hall-Arts
Festival.

8-12
FLORENCE-Greater Florence 2nd
Annual Music and Arts Festival.

24-29
SPARTANBURG-Wofford College-Fine
Arts Focus '69.

10
COLUMBIA-The Governor's Conference
on the Arts.

25-26

miscellaneous
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SPARTANBURG-The Arts CenterNOW: A Seminar for the Creative
Writer.

16
DUE WEST-Erskine College-Erskine
Children's Fair.
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SANDLAPPER -THE

MAGAZINE

OF

SOUTH

CAROLINA,

BOX

1668,

COLUMBIA,

SOUTH
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29202

THE
A. B. DICK
675 ELECTROSTATIC COPIER
COPIES THICK
AND THIN
AND CAN CUT COPYING
COST UP TO ... 40%

For a demonstration
call your-'Bryan Specialist
in Columbia, Cfiarleston
or Florence. You'll be
glad you did.
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